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Editorial 

'Team spirit' and ' house spirit' are two cliched phrases at Sherborne, or for that matter, I should 
imagine, at any other public school worth naming. They are two qualities which are greatly 
encouraged at the school, but two qualities which are hopelessly archaic in a competitive society; 
they are instead qualities which date from a society of warring 'Englishmen' with a strong sense of 
national identity (another fast-disappearing factor). Sherbome itself is renowned as a Royal Marine 
factory, and this presumably stems from the embodiment in every Shirburnian of 'team spirit' and, in 
the case of a responsible few, 'leadership' (presumably the ex-prefects). 

Of course, team spirit is vital, but individuality and indeed individualism are two things which 
should be accepted, if not actively encouraged, at the school. Instead they are actively discouraged 
and written off as 'elitism' (which again is sadly disapproved of), and the individual is branded as 
'aloor; that is, a failure in the eyes of the school. Expressing individuality in a team-orientated 
system, is, needless to say, bound to be difficult, and so most give up in favour of simple conformity. 

The uniform (an odious word in the context of this editorial) presents further regulation, although 
sixth formers do receive a few paltry concessions; so individuality in this, the easiest area, is a lost 
cause - even the width of trouser bottoms is regulated. A few push the restrictions in each case to 
the limit, and end up looking exactly the same as each other, and so back to square one - except 
that they are branded as separatist, or 'lads' in colloquial phraseology. 

Yet it is the development of a personality, rather than the lack of one, for which the school 
ought to be striving; of course, it must be slightly cultivated so as to create a nice chap rather than 
an unpleasant one. It is this personality which would lead to the more ambitious Shirburnian longed 
for in the last editorial, one who would ask 'why?' as requested by Lord Justice Slade at Commem., 
one who would hold his OWN view, as opposed to simply subscribing to the generally accepted 
'Shirbumian' one. fn all fairness, of course, the restraint comes not only from the school structure 
itself (and I am not for one moment suggesting that it is a fault of our school alone), but it is further 
exaggerated by the boys' own apathy (another overworn word). This apathy arises because it is so 
much easier to subscribe to off-the-rack , and therefore immediately acceptable, views and actions 
rather than creating new, individual ones. Thus unfortunately there are certain acceptable patterns 
of behaviour; I say 'unfortunately' because a person who gets his kicks from solving mathematical 
problems should be just as universally acceptable as those who get theirs from wearing black suede 
boots. Similarly, a person who enjoys being alone at times should be just as acceptable as one whose 
personality crumbles when he is not with the friends who give it to him. 

Sadly, individual enterprise receives little support from boys and there is a resulting and distinct 
lack of it at Sherbome. The free time of which we have so much is wasted and although the school 
provides a multitude of potential weekend activities (I can think of at least six), these are all sport
or work-orientated and most require too much effort for the increasingly lazy population of the 
school (or so at least it iiLconstantly described). Most opt instead for the easy option - television, 
or for certain extra-establishment activities which are prohibited; and yet almost a majority of boys, 
in the upper regions of the school at least, do want to smoke and drink. 

It is, of course, an inherent part of the present school structure that these are forbidden, but this 
results in too big a contrast between the worlds of home and school; where on the one hand there 
exists, we would hope, relative freedom of action, and on the other, total prohibition. In theory, 
one is work and the other play but in practice the two can barely be separated, and the mind will 
always think of, and indeed demand, the 'play' as opposed to the 'work', especially with the emphasis 
as it is in modem society on pleasure. This accounts for the unwillingness to work and hence the 
readiness to accept somebody else's view instead of formulating one's own; and it has got to the stage 
where many would not know how to start on the latter. 

The immediately discernible reason, or excuse if you like, fo r the lack of initiative, hand-in-hand 
with minimal work, at the school is therefore the lack, through discouragement, of individuality. 
The final solution to the problem would require a total restructuring of the present educational 
system, and it will no doubt follow with time, but short of that it is up to each individual to become 
an individual, or at least, that's what I 've been told ... 

P. Irwin 
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Diary 

Inevitably, rugby heads the diarist's column again - it is just possible that it claims too much 
attention, but this will not deter me from my duty. We had an interesting season ; not that my 
memory serves too well for the results (these are given later in the magazine, I believe), but I can say 
that I don' t think we have seen such fluent play for a long time - my thanks to players and coaches 
alike. 

Last term is indelibly etched in the memories of most for its academic aspect: the Oxbridge exam 
dominated the term, being especially important this time owing to the change of form, in that the 
fourth term contingent of candidates were examined for the first time. The 'guinea pigs' and indeed 
the seventh term candidates all gave a very good account of themselves, so that twenty nine places 
were gained altogether. Let us hope that the tuition offered for fourth term candidates will improve 
with the experience of the new exam. 

Dramatic enterprises were rife last term, all of them very successful. There seemed to be an 
emphasis on 'old' plays, predominantly 'Twelfth Night', and 'The Story of the Rood', the former a 
well-acted and highly entertaining comedy by the Bard himself, and the latter being what might be 
described as devotional bawdy. Thanks to all the actors and directors for their efforts. 

The music department was well represented last term by several impressive school and house con
certs. The large school concert at the end of term boasted some very professional works, not to men· 
tion the added distinction of a reference in 'The Times'! It should be mentioned here that many 
minor musical activities take place each year, such as string concerts and brass ensembles, and es
pecially informal concerts, that never receive any attention. I would like to think that these are 
appreciated, even though most people never get to them. 

Other sporting activities of note must include the running teams, and therefore Steve Nicholson, 
and the rather less respectable fund-raising charity run by Mike Wright. Whether he actually did run 
for two miles in the altogether is still unknown . Still, makes a good story. 

Now to less happy news. It was a great blow to many in the school to hear of the death of Canon 
Blair early this term . There will be more written later about hin1, but this presents a good oppor
tunity to remember him in brief to all those who had the pleasure of knowing him - he will be very 
greatly missed . 

1 was very unimpressed by the so-called 'practical jokers' who removed the tree from the dining 
room this year: what an anti-climax this was. I was amazed to hear that they actually hinted at their 
identity. I imagine that shame would have driven them to murder to avoid identification. Dear, dear! 
I wondered whether this was significant of the 'Shirbumian apathy' that so many editors have railed 
against in the past. 

The final paragraph is dedicated to the Camerons, Keens and Cowards, who all produced child
ren. This, together with Dr. Freeman's marriage and Mr. Ellis' engagement, seems to present a very 
happy picture of the staff. Congratulations and good luck all! 

The Sherborne Diarist 
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The Tower-Block Cuniculwn 

The ancient Greeks argued convincingly that no area of social life and, therefore, no area of 
man's activities can be divorced from politics or, to put it another way, from the public business of 
the state. This is not to say that all we do ought to be subordinated to the state, but that whatever 
we do is, directly or indirectly, affected by political processes and decisions. rt almost goes without 
saying that education is a political matter; directly so in the case of 'state' schools and indirectly so 
in the case of 'independent' schools. Indeed , the term 'independent' is perhaps misleading, since it 
might suggest some safe meadow well away from the amphitheatre or, at least, comfortable seating 
well above the groundlings from which can be observed without passion the d istasteful struggles in 
the arena below. The facts show, of course, that independent schools have at all times been affected 
by social and economic forces as interpreted by politicians and civil servants. It may not be out of 
place, therefore, to comment in this magazine upon the educational strategy of the present govern
ment of this country. 

The government's aim is to link educational institutions to a recovery of Britain's industrial 
performance. No one, it is p robably safe to assume, will deny that such a recovery is both necessary 
and urgently desirable , regardless of whether or not he thinks that the present government is going 
the right way about it. What can be called into question, however, is whether schools ought to be 
turned into nurseries of industry and, if they should, whether our industrial performance will, in 
fact, improve as a result. 

One of the main elements in the government's educational strategy is an increase in centralised 
direction and control over what is taught and how it is assessed. To this end it published in September 
1984 a discussion paper on the 5-16 curriculum, in which most weight is given to science, mathe
matics, craft, design and technology and English, considerably less weight to modern languages, 
history and geography, less still to music, art and drama and no mention is made of religious studies 
or classics. There is also the vague but loaded proposal that the 'clutter' of 'irrelevant or outmoded 
material' should be removed to make way for new skills such as computing. This paper is only the 
latest example of the government's thinking which is to play down the humanities at every level of 
education (including the cuts made on the BBC's world service and the British Council) to make more 
room for science, technology. 'vocational studies' and 'basic skills'. The approach is strictly utilitarian , 
propounding a new functionalism in which pupils are to know the use of everything and the value of 
notlting, in which the cu rriculum is tilted towards training rather than education, towards skills 
rather than knowledge and towards technical know-how rather than understanding. Here, in a new 
guise, is our old friend, Mr. Gradgrind of ' Hard Times'. whose cry of 'what these children need is 
facts' is replaced by 'what these children need is information skills'. The great merits of a good 
knowledge of science in schools are undeniable. The growing importance in the curriculum of craft. 
design and technology is to be welcomed and computers, properly used, have a necessary and 
desirable part in modem school life. The government , however, seems to be making severaJ grave 
misconceptions. One is that the humanities have less of a part to play in Britain's industrial recovery. 
The second follows from that; science, mathematics and technology should have pride of place in 
the school curriculu m. English is there, of course, but the emphasis is now upon utilitarian literacy, 
such as how to write job applications or 'communication skills' (e.g. answering the telphone), rather 
than on poetry, literary criticism or imaginative essay writing. Another misconception, perhaps the 
gravest, is that education is primarily to do with the job one does after leaving school. J want to look 
at each of these misconceptions. 

Sir Keith Josph's aim, to make us a technologically more competent society, is a worthy one and, 
quite rightly, he is very concerned about youth unemployment, but it is far from certain that his 
curriculum proposals are going to bring about improvement. The J apanese, those paragons of 
efficiency and adaptability, insist on a broad and high standard of general and balanced education 
at school. They reject out of hand the idea of introducing vocational studies at an early age. They, 
more than any country, respect the humane value of general education, which, in their view, best 
equips the young for an uncertain tomorrow. The Scandinavian countries, too, manage to combine 
a good grounding in science and technology with a broad understanding of social, economic and 
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world affairs in their historical and contemporary dimensions. The idea and practice of a balanced 
curriculum in these and other countries and well sustained in post-war Britain are now in jeopardy. 
The useful and supposedly wealth-creating subjects a.re played up, while the humanities are played 
down : that is, those parts of the curriculum from which pupils learn to form reasoned opinions 
about the social and political world and develop a capacity for judgment, evaluation and discrimin
ation; that is, the aptitudes which every citizen should have developed , the vital ingredients that go 
towards the good life, as defined by Aristotle. Whereas Aristotle believed that we work in order to 
live, the government wants to dedicate schools to the proposition that we live in order to work, 
renewing thereby the old Protestant work ethic without any of its religious purpose. 

Work is vital for human dignity and for the well being of society, but it is not the whole of life; 
indeed , for those who are luckily not unemployed it takes up only about forty hours a week between 
the ages of eighteen and sixty. Many jobs are tedious, even some for which high qualifications are 
required and high remuneration given. It is perhaps the purpose of education not to prepare children 
for their occupations, but to prepare them against their occupations. Education is the pursuit of 
the truth of inner and outer reality. It is about not only the study of the physical world but also 
of human and spiritual values. the direction of society, the relations between men and between man 
and his Maker. Education must have plenty of room for the bigger questions. To cut down on 
history, geography, religious studies, literature (in whatever language), art and music would be, in 
David Holbrook's words, 'the last act of self-immolation which the nation could perform on itselr. 
Without the exercise of poetry and the imagination, a child might grow up without the capacity to 
understand what is going on inside himself or in the inner life of others. To cut down on ltistory 
would mean there would be a greater likelihood of lies being told about the past and society would 
gradually lose its soul. In the words of Christopher Dawson: 'an individual who has lost his memory 
is a lost individual, and a society that has no history and historical consciousness is a barbarous 
society. It is as simple as that.' 

lt is the humanities and the social sciences which pose the awkward questions which are vital to 
a country that wishes to be humane and retain a civilised measure of freedom. To what uses will 
the new technology be put? How do the forces of ideology, defence and economics press on one 
another? What values lie behind issues relating to wealth-creation, rewards, unemployment and work 
fulfilment? It is important that boys and girls at school learn to see that there are never easy solu
tions to human problems. To learn that, they must be given the time to develop the capacity for 
informed judgements and healthy scepticism. To allow a generation to leave school who have hardly 
been able to get a glimpse of life's complexities or to question afresh the nostrums of the age is to 
leave barren soil which can be too easily irrigated by ugly and pernicious ideologies. 

One wonders sometimes whether the government is rather nervous of the humanities and social 
sciences. Why should the Party of Businessmen want to open people's eyes to the facts of wealth 
distribution or to the authoritarianism of so many industrial enterprises or to the questionable areas 
and styles of operation of multi-nationals in, for example, South Africa, or Latin America? At the 
same time, the proposed r.eductions in the humanities have met with deafening silence from the left, 
who might be relieved not to be challenged by young voters able to ask intelligent questions about 
the real workings of power in the British Labour movement. 

Of course, the government is not removing history (for example) altogether from the curriculum, 
but either history or geography will have to be dropped after the third fonn according to the dis
cussion paper on the 5-16 curriculum. History will go, therefore, just at the very time that children 
are beginning to see the important questions. What history is studied should, in Sir Keith's view, be 
shaped around national achievements. ln emphasising national history he is, incidentaUy following 
the French and US governments. While it is highly desirable that every child knows the history of his 
own country. it seems a pity to arrange the curriculum so tightly as to make it difficult to study 
anythfag but national history, which would result in a loss of perspective and a strengthening of 
insularity. It is, anyway, impossible to explain much of British history without going across t11e 
Channel. Moreover, a healthy society should not only reflect upon national achievement but face up 
to the implications of national failures. 

Will the curriculum go the same way as the inner cities? It was Sir Keith Joseph who, as minister 
of housing in 1963, committed the count.ry to a vast, costly and misguided effort to errect system
built high-rise housing, the tower-blocks which may have done more to destroy the quality of urban 
life in this country than German bombs in the last war, a technocratic model which helped rich 
building fl11lls to get richer and , in the process, destroyed so many communities. ln short, the tower-
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blocks lacked feeling, wannth, humanity; they were the products of the utilitarian outlook. What 
Sr Keith now proposes is a system-built curriculum with its tower-blocks of Mathematics, Science and 
Computing, Technology and Utilitarian literacy (i.e. English). Much lower down are the less 
important remains of side-streets; some hjstory, some geography, modern languages for some, a touch 
of art and music. 

I do not deny the vital importance of the 'tower-block' subjects, but I deplore the lack of balance 
in the curriculum wruch the government's paper and Sir Keith 's speeches look towards. He is 
impressed by French practices in education, based upon the state's direction of schooling and rugher 
education established by Napoleon Bonaparte. Recent education ministers have taken a close interest 
in the curriculum and in the subject-matter that is taught. The present minister, M. Chevenement, 
wants to sec a system shaped primarily around the needs of industry, turning out in generous 
numbers skilled engineers and technicians. Undoubtedly the government is getting what it wants, 
but at a price. A prominent professor of education reported to the minister last year that in the 
secondary schools written expression and knowledge of Literature have fallen to a depressing standard 
(as much the fault of too much television and immersion in the pop culture, as the bent of the 
curriculum, he admits). Lycee pupils, Professor Prost added, work hard but do not know how to 
work on their own and to think for themselves. The Japanese, with their ideal of the humane value of 
a broad and balanced education at school, leaving training skills to later, provide a better model for 
Sir Keith to follow, though he could uphold a richly balanced curriculum from British practices. The 
widely held view that the British educational system does not produce as many scientists and 
engineers as our industrial competitors cannot, in any case, be supported by the facts. The Lever
hulme Studies on higher education have recently concluded that 'the British percentage of university 
students enrolled in courses leading to degrees in science and technology (engineering courses) was 
significantly higher throughout the seventies than in virtually all other Western European countries 
and the United States (close to 40% in the UK as against 20 to 30% elsewhere).' 

If Sir Keith wants British education to help arrest economjc decline, then a shift in emphasis in 
the curriculum is probably not the best way to set about it. Those in schools should be concerned 
with the economic state of the nation, but, in the case of Sherborne, I doubt that much good would 
come from tilting U1e curriculum a little against the humanities and arts. Industry can, in my view, 
be best helped by a development not of subjects but of attitudes within schools, so that leadership 
is seen clearly not as privilege but as service, so that power is regarded as a means of fostering not 
pride but a sense of responsiblity for others and so that the management of others, which pupils 
should be encouraged to learn and taught how to practise, is carried out by consultation, honesty 
and good example. The best that academic studies can offer is a growing awareness that in their 
implicit values subjects ought to have a deep coherence and that there are never easy solutions nor, 
ultimately, one solution; nor are there short-cuts to a proper understanding of anytlting that is 
important to know. Education should not be seen as leading to riches but to the full development 
of the individual and should, therefore, be made to serve the best interests of the individual and not 
of a passing intellectual fashion or a political doctrine that accepts economic wealth as the goal of 
society and the standard of personal happiness. The standard of life is a question of how we live 
rather than how much we Jive on. 

R. G. G. Mercer 
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Feed The World 

Carcasses of dead cattle and camels lie decomposing beneath the scorching mid-day sun. This 
barren windswept desert on the outskirts of Omdurman has for the last four or five months played 
host to up to 100,000 victims of the famine and drought now affecting the west of Sudan. 

Malnourished children sit on the ground running sand through their hands, their eyes unseeing 
covered by a mass of flies. The volunteer doctors in the four field hospitals sometimes deal with more 
than 400 people a day. One cup of milk alone is enough to cure some of the eye diseases that the 
children suffer from. The day-time temperatures of over l00°F plummet at night helping to reduce 
the resistance of the already ill and weak. A small outbreak of typhoid or measles will wipe out hun
dreds of children and adults alike. 

The people started arriving from the west as early as July and August last year. They have come 
from the region of Kordofan , where there has been no rain for more than five years. Their crops have 
failed for four consecutive years. their livestock have died , they have nothing left. Their only option 
is to make the three day journey to Omdurman , where they have a better chance of survival. 

However, the situation outside Omdurman is presently so much less serious than other parts of 
Sudan that major relief organisations have tended to ignore it. The main charities working there are 
the lnternational Famine Relief Association, Medicins sans Frontieres and the fslamic African Relief 
Agency. All they can do is deal with the immediate problems, the long term plans must be dealt with 
by the larger charities. At present Oxfam are working in the Red Sea Hills in the East, where the 
situation is qute desperate. The other main problem area is around Kassala and Gedaref. Here, there 
are over one million Ethiopian refugees who are entering Sudan at the rate of 3,000 a day. 

One man who is doing a lot to relieve the present situation in Ethiopia is Bob Geldof, the man who 
wrote the song 'Do they know it's Christmas?' for Band Aid. He came to Khartoum and fortunately I 
had the chance to speak to him for some time. Of the £8 million he has raised , he says he is honour
bound to give at least £5 million to Ethiopia. However, he promises some money to the Sudan, 
mainly, however, for dealing with the Ethiopian refugees. 

Even if the rains do come this year, the earliest harvest will be in November/December and that is 
a long way off. Before then many thousands of people will die unless we can help them. 

J. B. Cumming, January 1985 



'Networks' 
by Tim Heald (0 .S.) 

A Review 

Did you know Uiat Sherborne ranks with twenty three other establishments as one of Britain's 
'first-rate schools', but lags behind nine which are Britain's 'leading schools', that the average 
Californian has 18.5 friends, or that social advancement is easier if your surname is Cavendish
Bentinck or de Ferranti rather than Smith or Jones? (sorry DPJ!) .. You would if you read an Old 
Shirburnian, Tim Heald's latest contribution to the theme which unites these rather disparate ideas, 
the Old Boy Network (OBN) in his latest book 'Networks : Who we Know and how we Use Them'. 

Manipulating this rather calculating subtitle Heald takes the reader along a meandering path of 
visits to exclusive clubs, universities (particularly Oxbridge), HMC, the Civil Service, Masons, 
merchant banking, and many other scions of the OBN to convince us that networks do in fact exist, 
if only for the benefit of a privileged minority. If we are to believe the fly leaf this is a book only 
incidentally anecdotal and more particularly directed at how you too can join (or maybe originate) 
a network for personal social advancement. Additionally it claims to be about what makes Britain 
and the British tick. Arguably, neither objective should be taken too seriously, but the evidence 
whilst selective and partial can be quite amusing. Since the OBN has its foundations in the great 
public schools perhaps the book should be essential reading for ambitious Shirburnians (and thus, 
de facto, all Shirburnians). 

Put simply , the book is about manipulating networks in a wide variety of walks of life by a 
social elite which uses its connections to get in (and get on) by the back door whilst pretending to 
have got in by the front. Networking starts at birth when we join that great instituion the nuclear 
family. Of the social cements, blood is the strongest, though few can claim (legally, that is) filial 
relationships with the Rothschilds or Guirmesses. Even so, a judicious choice of one's parentage 
can provide automatic membership of a powerful and mutual support system which forms the early 
nucleus of a personal private network (PPN). Your chances in life's rat race be assessed with almost 
mathematical precision according to the totalizator of the ultin1ate in 'good' breeding, the 
'Massingberd 500'. Here the most important families which have continued to produce men and 
women of prominence and achievement over a considerable period of time are tabulated like the 
line-up for the Cheltenham Gold Cup. If you are a betting man the odds are very much against 
anybody on the present School list making the big time. Is it a reflection of Sherbome School's 
standing in the national network that out of the top 500 we can lay claim to only 23 top family 
names (tactfully excluding the staff)? But then Sherborne is not, according to Heald, amongst the 
nation's leading schools. 
The role of schooling in the OBN is more ambiguous than the family. On ilie one hand we are told 
that 'who your father is is more significant than where you went to school', and on the other that 
'public schools are at the heart of the network'. According to the present leader of the Labour Party 
there is a profound difference between the maintained and independent sectors which is more than a 
mere ideological partisanship. Thus, the latter are alleged to offer guarantees of admission to 
particular parts of higher education and elevated professions, they market social cachet and they 
offer 'tribal security' - all through the OBN. 

School status is examined in 'Decline and Fall'. According to Waugh, schools can be classified into 
four grades; 'leading school', 'first-rate school', 'good school' and simply 'school'. Networking does 
not begin to start in the last two grades. For those fond of pigeon-holing, Sherborne is classed 
amongst the first-rate schools behind nine front runners which include Ampleforth, Eton (naturally), 
Sluewsbury and Winchester. Consequently Shirbumian parents might expect that for an investment 
of about £5,000 per year they might rightly assume that their offspring will enter a club that pays 
dividends later. Of course, all this is deceptively simplistic but the fact remains that Eton, for 
example, does provide a remarkably fertile nursery for headmasterships in the major public schools 
and about 47% of present incumbents had fathers at the same school. Significantly. only 16% of 
Shirbumians have Old Shirburnian fathers. Consequently whilst the Eton and Winchester network
ing mafia fosters achievements which rank amongst the heights of the Treasury and All Souls 
respectively, Sherbome's expectations are lower. Whilst an Etonian expects to be a field marshal, 
Shirburnians are happy to make brigadier. Interestingly the most networked career for Shirburnians 
is, according to Heald, chartered surveying. (No comment!). 
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In university education Oxbridge offers the author a vast potential for exploiting links with 
public schools. Oxbridge creates high expectations in its students and correspondingly high expecta
tions among potential employers and competitors. Moreover, Oxbridge is thought to offer a 
qualitative difference over provincial universities in the friendships made there which tend to prove 
useful and influential. No longer do closed scholarships exist but inertia {or is it momentum?) dictates 
that links between some colleges and some public schools are sustained. More important, probably, 
are the differences between those schools which are now fuUy geared up for coaching at Oxbridge 
level and those which are not. Connections may be less strong today. It is true that the socially 
inferior schools {it would be invidious to name them but see page 69) rank higher in the Oxbridge 
rankings than many public schools. Does this provide evidence of a weakening in the importance 
of networks? Perhaps not. When Heald was at Sherbome those who had failed Oxbridge went to 
St. Andrew's in Scotland or Trinity College, Dublin, both of which were judged to be socially 
acceptable. More recently social acceptability seems to have drifted south; it now embraces Exeter. 
The rest, the non-university aspirants, went into the Services, medicine, law and fam1ing, careers 
with developed networks of their own. How slow is the pace of change! 

Networking permeates many walks of life from finance to Fleet Street, from clubs to the courts 
and from the Services to politics. There is not the space to review all these aspects of the book 
but the reader is encouraged to dip into sections that interest most because the writing will certainly 
be readable (a quality these days!) and liberally fused with exaggerated anecdotes. Perhaps the book 
can be viewed in two ways. For the reader seeking hints on how best to succeed in networking 
there are words of advice: 'Success is largely a matter of nurturing one's own (network) and always 
being aware of your enemies'. But if you find such a conclusion too calculating, as 1 do, the reader 
is also reminded that networking exemplifies the principle of friendship. Consequently 'one must 
be fond of people and trust them if one is not to make a mess of one's life' (E. M. Forster). Take 
your pick, but if you're a true networker l suspect you will choose the former. 

'Alan Turing - The Enigma'; Andrew Hodges. London : Burnett Books 1984 
587 pp, illus., £18 

S.T. 

Alan Turing's name must be known to nearly every Shirburnian - all at some stage must have 
passed the Biology Department, housed in the Alan Turing laboratories. I would be surprised if very 
many of the same Shirburnians were able to say very much about Turing or ttls work, or why we 
should remember him in this way; or why, for that matter, Andrew Hodges should have expended 
such a prodigious amount of work on this biography. To anticipate a little, a good enough reason 
would probably be that if one man could be said to have invented the computer, Turing was that 
man. 

Biographies can be tricky books to read; only a writer who was passionately interested in the 
subject would attempt one, since they involve such a huge amount of work; more, probably, than any 
other form of writing. There will usually be some feature about the subject's life which caused the 
initial interest, but it will not necessarily be clear to the reader what this is, or to what extent it 
colours the impression of the subject as a whole person. That criticism cannot be levelled here, since 
the author makes clear the reasons for his initial interest in Turing, through mathematics and through 
an involvement in the 'gay' liberation movement. 

Until now little has been available on Turing. After his death in 1954 his mother, Sara Turing, 
wrote a short biography, but this was coloured deeply, and inevitably, by her refusal to believe that 
Turing's suicide was anything other than an accident. In addition she had no real understanding of her 
son's work, and indeed in those days of heightening east-west tensions much of his most significant 
work was highly classified; nor did she refer at all to Turing's prosecution under section 11 of the 
Criminal Law Amendment Act, 1885, for homosexual activities. Sara Turing was too close to her 
subject. Other material is solely the obituaries, one for the Royal Society of which Turing was a 
Fellow, and one for the 'Shirbumian', written by Geoffrey O'Hanlon who was housemaster in 
Westcott at the time Turing was at Sherborne. 
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Hodges' book is more than just a Turing biography; it is also to some extent an historical outline 
of the problems which interested Turing and of the rise of the computer ; and it might be seen as 
pamphleteering for 'gay' liberation . 

It is this last which I want to deaJ with first, aJthough in detail it appears towards the end of the 
book as, in Turing's life, his homosexuality became public knowledge towards the end; and, if there is 
anything in the book to whkh some people will object, it is this. That Turing was guilty of a criminaJ 
offence in J 952 is not in doubt; he admitted it. That he had made overtures to other men throughout 
his life is not in doubt either. Now no responsible biographer could ignore this material, since it is 
part of the man and explains some of his emotional turmoil. However, I can't help the feeling that 
some of Turing's earlier relationships are seen through the coloured filter of his established homo
sexuality of later years. Particularly this seems to me to be the case with Turing's friendship with 
Christopher Morcom during their time at Sherbome. This friendship was, it is true, unusuaJ; Morcom 
was in Lyon , Turing in Westcott, and in late-20's Sherborne inter-house friendships were actively 
discouraged. But the two were kindred spirits in that both were interested in scientific ideas at a 
time when the public schools had only recently started to pay lip-service to the need for science 
teaching (and then mostly in response to the needs of intending medics), and both found it difficult 
to integrate in to a society which was suspicious of 'swottishness' and not very tolerant of those who 
did not subscribe to the religion of the oblong ball. It was not a society for individualists. It may be · 
that their friendship had sexual overtones, but it seems to me equally possible that it did not, and it 
is in the interpretation of Turing's relationships in the earlier part of his Life that 1 feel least confident. 

There is an extended discussion of the reaction of the Government to homosexuality in its servants 
at the end of the book; the post-war environment was not at all relaxed internationally, since the 
'cold war' was beginning, and the US-UK 'special relationship' whereby intelligence information was 
shared meant that UK officials had to take more notice of the US Intelligence Agency's views than 
might otherwise have been the case. J . Robert Oppenheimer, the director of the Los AJamos project 
which produced the first atomic bombs, was investigated because of some of his pre-war associations 
which seemed to be unwise in the post-war climate; he had his security clearance removed. Doubtless 
this retrospective look had its effect on Turing, who presumably would have come under suspicion as 
one possessing very secret information. One result of the new climate of opinion was the introduction 
of 'positive vetting' ; instead of being satisfied with 'nothing known against' a person, active steps were 
taken to discover all possible information before security clearance was given. The reason that it is 
discussed at length is because homosexuality was one of the main features of the public discussions, 
in parliament and press, at the time. 

The first time I read the book, I had a feeling that Hodges was using Turing to get messages across 
about 'gay' liberation - that, in effect, he was pamphleteering. Others I've spoken to felt the same. 
But I think I misjudged it, and on the whole feel that the effect of Turing's homosexuality on his life 
is fairly discussed. If doubts linger, it is because of phrases such as 'an ordinary English homosexual 
mathematician', almost as if they were to be found around each comer. 

So to the rest of the book. The parts of it which deal with mathematics and computing will not be 
found easy be a non-mathematician - partly because of the language, partly because the significance 
of the problems will not necessarily be very clear. These sections can be skimmed, if necessary, since 
they are woven skilfully into the book and do not appear out of joint, yet if omitted do not make the 
book impossibly stilted. But I think it's worth trying hard with the technical bits. 

I have no doubt that Turing the man is shown to us as clearly as can be with one who was complex 
and a natural recluse. He was obviously unhappy, the majority of his encounters with individuals or 
institutions being marred in one way or another. His relations with his parents weren't easy, his father 
being in the Indian Civil Service and then Living in France after a premature retirement in a fit of 
pique. He disliked prep. school because of its regimentation and its lack of interest in science; and at 
Sherborne he withdrew from a system which was interested mainly in instilling loyalty, obedience 
and cooperation and was unwilling (or unable) to explain why these acquisitions were desirable. Thus 
the staff disliked him and failed to understand him - Sherborne had no place for individualistic 
behaviour which insisted on an explanation for everything. All through his life Turing retained the 
naive belief that all of man's dealings were (or should be) dictated by reason alone. 

His release from Sherborne didn't go well either: his close friend Morcom died, and he him
self failed to get a King's College scholarship the first time. The second time he did; and found its 
atmosphere rather more congenial because of King's tradition of independent thought. He read 
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mathematics, and after graduation worked in group theory. In 1935 he was thinking of machines to 
do mathematics, in principle rather than in engineering terms, and from this came his best known 
paper on the principle of computable Numbers. 

He followed this with a 2-year visit to Princeton; again he was uncomfortable, this time with the 
Princeton variety of conformity, and American effusiveness not suiting his retiring disposition. 

In September 1939 Turing went to the Government Code and Cipher School in Bletchley Park, 
where he worked on codes produced from the Enigma ciphering machine. These were broken using 
computing machines - and for once Turing got his way when a letter to Churchill produced the 
resources of men and material which he regarded as necessary to do the job. Inevitably not every
thing went well; he was engaged briefly in 1941, but broke it off in August of that year. rn 1942 a 
modification to the Enigma meant that the code-breaking required faster computing machines, and 
it was this that spurred efforts to build an electronic device. From these wartime efforts the computer 
developed; Hodges produces a good account of the various teams involved , their rivalries, and their 
ideas. In all this Turing found that he could no longer get the resources he wanted just by asking, 
but would require techniques of man-management which not only d id he not possess but for some of 
which he held great contempt. 

His final appointment was at Manchester, where hew as faced with work onsomeoneelse's machine and 
which had little to do with the pure mathematics which was his main interest - even though he 
had an unusual amount of engineering expertise although, as he discovered, this was regarded as being 
amateurish by the professional engineers at Manchester. Yet again, he did not reaJly fit. 

At the beginning of the 1950's he was becoming interested in biological differentiation, i.e. how a 
single cell knows how to become a complex organism; and was pursuing vigorously some of his ideas 
on machine intelligence, trying to specify how one could decide whether or not a machine could 
think. Then he was prosecuted as mentioned above and required to undergo hormone treatment; and 
in June 1954 he took cyanide. (So, in 1973, did the man who had taught him science at Sherbome.) 

The impression I have is of a social misfit, who had great brilliance (although Hodges says that he 
was not a world·class mathematician), and in circumstances where he was master (Bletchley) this 
could show in spite of his social difficulties. But his obsession for truth (at least of one sort of it) 
and his refusal to have anything to do with the more political manoeuverings needed to get things 
done in post-war Britain meant that he was increasingly frustrated and felt increasingly isolated. Add 
to this the trauma of his prosecution, and perhaps his miserable end from a poisoned apple is com
prehensible. Andrew Hodges has done us a service in bringing a complicated and talented and un
happy man, of whom more should be known, into public view. 

J .R.G.B. 
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AU the Easy Speeches: Remembrance Sunday in Sherbome 

The town band competed with the invocation of the Diety as we sat in Chapel on Remembrance 
Sunday. Perhaps that was no bad thing, but it did not stop us from leaving the building with some 
feelings of unease. The decision to invite Mr. Spicer was a good one; in addition to being our Member 
of Parliament he is a Governor who has shown considerable interest in the School and among many 
other things, has made possible some trips to Westminster from which masters and boys have bene
fited alike. 

A preacher, as Trollope noted, enjoys a position almost unique among public speakers. Free from 
hecklers and from awkward questions afterwards, he has an audience held captive in their own piety 
and by good manners, and may move or torment his listeners at will. Mr. Spicer talked of Peace. 

One had of course, expected all the usual stuff about self-sacrifice and the nobility of dying for 
one's country. so its presence-in moderate quantities- was no surprise. There was even a grudging 
acceptance of the fact that soldiers sometimes do not give their Lives quite so willingly as the sort of 
mythology current in local Conservative Associations says they do. But Mr. Spicer talked of Peace, 
and here one was surprised, for he assured us that we were all committed to it, and that it was wrong 
for some people - the so-called 'peace movements' people- to arrogate the word to themselves. 

Maybe Mr. Spicer is 1ight, for Peace exists at the heart of God, and good men, even Conservatives, 
move towards it. But this truth only serves to accentuate responsibilities and cannot be made to hide 
them. A real commitment to Peace is not realised in verbal formuae, the flatus vocis of the politician, 
but in policies carried into Government action. And in a harsh world where actions still speak louder 
than words, Mr. Spicer's assurances sound hollow. The record of the present Government: over 
disarmament, over the Falklands, over support for an American foreign policy which allows shameful 
behaviour in Nicuaragua, as well as in economic policies which sow the seeds of discord and violence 
at home. is a yoor one; and Mr. Spicer surely realises this. 

Increasingly, we hope, people will come to see that lip service to peace and justice is simply not 
enough, and will tum to those movements and political groupings whose crime, it would appear, is 
to make hope real , and whose wish it is to make Britain a country fit not merely for the heroes of 
privilege, but for ordinary folk as well. Redressing the balance should start in Sherbome, perhaps. 

Demetrios Hadjigeorgiou 
Nicholas Parfitt 

C.D. 
H.W.R. 



Spontaneous Combustion in 'Bleak House' 

'Why, Tony, what on earth is going on in this house tonight? ls there a chimney on fire?' 
'Chimney on fire!' 
'Ah!' returns Mr. Guppy, 'See how the soot's falling. See here, on my ann! See again. on the 

table here! Confound the stuff, it won't blow off - smears, like black fat!' 

'What in the Devil's name.' he says, 'is this! Look at my fingers!' 
A thick, yellow liquor defiles them, which is offensive to the touch and sight and more offensive 

to the smell. A stagnant, sickening oil, with some natural repulsion in it that makes them both shudder. 
'What have you been doing here? What have you been pouring out of the window?' 
' l pouring out of window? Nothing, l sware! Never, since I have been here!' cries the lodger. 
And yet, look here - and look here! When he brings the candle, here, from the comer of the 

window-sill, it slowly drips, and creeps away down the bricks; here , lies in a little thick nauseous 
pool. 

Dickens, ' Bleak House', Chap. 32. 

Thus the end of Mr. Krook, a victim of spontaneous combustion. This is supposed to occur when 
a person, apparently in normal health, suddenly catches fire and burns though, if Dickens' descrip
tion is to be believed, he docs it rather incompletely! 

The likelihood of Mr. Krook's fate can be discussed in terms of the chemistry of group 4B of 
Mendeleyev's periodic table; despite allegedly well-Oocumented instances of spontaneous combustion 
(Dickens refors to a 'celebrated case' or 1731 in the preface to the book) none have, as far as I know, 
been in recent times; it is clear that non-contentious and well-understood chemical theory firmly 
precludes it. 

Substances which do not obviously decompose rapidly are commonly called 'stable'. This is 
rather vague for a chemist, who would wish to distinguish two sorts of stabiUty. Thermodynamic 
stability is a consequence of the energy changes during a reaction being unfavourable, rather like a 
ball rolling uphill; the exact idea involves a little more subtlety than the use of energy alone, but 
it cannot be recounted briefly and energy will serve our purpose without nullifying the argument. 
Kinetic stability arises where a reaction might be energetically very favourable, but other factors 
prevent it from taking place at an observable rate. 

In our environment, rich in both oxygen and water, the principal reactions which a 'stable' 
compound must resist are oxidation (reaction with oxygen) and hydrolysis (reaction with water); 
it is immaterial whether the stability arises kinetically or thermodynamically. ln an 'average' 70kg 
human, there is about 49kg water, 18kg of organic material which is more or less combustible, and 
3kg of in volatile material consisting of metal salts. 

Most of the l8kg of organic material is thennodynamically unstable with respect to oxidation 
and/or hydrolysis; but unless raised to a high temperature does not burn. The compounds are 
kinetically stable, the reactions not proceeding at an observable rate at room temperature. This 
kinetic stability is a consequence of the atomic structure of carbon, which in group 4B shows some 
atypical properties. Elements which occupy the same vertical column in the periodic table show 
similar, though no identical chemical behaviour. The trends in properties are well understood, and 
were even by Mendeleyev who was able to successfully predict the properties of 'eka-Silicon', or 
Germanium (Gb), together with those of a number of its compounds all of which were at the time 
unknown, on the basis of the properties of C and Si. The periodic table appeared in 1855, two 
years after 'Bleak House.' 
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All first-row elements show unusual properties when compared with the rest of their group; 
this can be illustrated in the case of hydrolysis and oxidation reactions using carbon tetrachloride 
and silicon tetrachloride, CC1 4 and Sic14 • 

The atypicality of first row elements arises partly from the number of electrons the atoms can 
use to form bonds. Each bond requires two electrons, and carbon cannot hold more than eight in 
the part of the atom used for bonding, so forms at most four bonds. Silicon, being a larger atom, can 
accommodate more electrons, and can form up to six bonds (12 electrons). Because of this, carbon 
tetrachloride is kinetically stable to attack by water, whereas silicon tetrachloride reacts violently. 
CC14 will react reluctantly with water at red heat. 

Water attacks these tetrahalides by using a pair of electrons not used in bonding on its oxygen 
atom, these electrons eventually forming the bonds in the hydrolysis products. But carbon has no 
space to accommodate these attacking electrons, unless a chlorine atom is removed fi rst. The C-CI 
bond is strong, and it is very difficult to break - so water does not attack CCI 4 at room temperature. 
(Even at red heat only two of the four chlorines are lost, unlike SiCl 4 .) Silicon can take tltis attack
ing electron pair since in SiC1 4 there are only eight electrons and it can take up to twelve; so the 
water gains a foothold, and as it does so the chlorine is displaced in a process which overall releases 
energy. 

Cl 
I 

c1-9~c1 
Cl 

Cl 
I 

Cl-~i~Cl 
Cl 

:OH2 

:OH2 

No room for electron (shown) 
so no reaction. 

[c1-J~-c1] 
Cl OH2 

Intermediate formed in Si Cl 4 
Hydrolysis; this reacts with more 
water after the loss of one of the 
Cl's, and gives silica and hydro
chloric acid: 

A similar comparison can be made using the hydrides of the elements; methane, CH4 , does not 
unless lit, whereas silane, SiH4 , catches fire spontaneously in air. (This is interesting in another context; 
some science fiction writers have sometimes produced the notion of high temperature life forms 
based on silicon rather than carbon; but the compounds would be far too reactive to survive.) 

The nature of the carbon atom, then, precludes the spontaneous oxidation or hydrolysis of organic 
compounds at room temperature; there is nowhere for the attacking substance to get a foothold. It 
seems to me that spontaneous combustion ought to be relegated to the same place as the Bermuda 
Triangle or UFO's - to fiction. And I can't help feeling that anything which is 70% water ought to be 
self extinguishing anyway! 

J.R.G.B. 
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Societies 

Senior Science Society 

There was only one speaker booked for this term and although he was scheduled to delivery his 
talk rather early in the term interest was maintained with a trip to Street to hear a lecture by 
Patrick Moore and John Mason on the forthcoming visit of Haley's comet which is due at the end of 
1985 and the beginning or 1986. Slides helped to illustrate a talk that was both interesting and enter
taining. 

Dr. C. D. Clarke came to talk to us on the subject of 'Frolics in Physics'. This consisted of a 
demonstration of various unusual physical phenomena followed by an explanation and discussion. 
Notable among these was a piece of wood which had the capacity to reverse its direction when set 
spinning, to the confusion of all including a certain Physics master!! 

Also attended were three BAYS (British Association of Young Scientists) lectures, although only 
two actually took place, owing to the cancellation of the last of these entitled 'Shoe Design and 
Manufacture by Computer'. Dr. P. J. Hendra from Southampton University, wisely kept to a 
minimum the aggressive issues in his talk on lasers, while Mr. D. C. McNeill gave an extremely 
interesting, if somewhat gory talk about bums and plastic surgery. 

Next term a talk on Forensic Pathology by Dr. J. S. P. Jones is planned in addition to four more 
BAYS lectures. 

P. Moore 

Junior Science Society 

This term was well filled with a total of three lectures all delivered by members or the school. 
Mr. P. E. Davis gave an interesting and well-demonstrated talk on the use of computers in the sciences 
with actual examples to back up his points. 

Messrs. Bridge and Newman gave a talk on the current nuclear research projects on the continent, 
a subject with which they were well acquainted as they had gained a travel grant to study this subject 
last year. 

The final lecture of the term was delivered by Simon Trist on the subject of 'The Science of 
Music' which was capably given with the aid of actual instruments and demonstrations. 

Also arranged was a visit to Pittards, the Yeovil leather processors and sole suppliers to Clarkes. 
This interesting tour ended in a company film demonstrating the principles involved in the process. 

Next term we look forward to a trip to the Winfrith Nuclear Power Station. 

J. Moore & A. Wright 
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The Hellfire Club 

'The Hellfire Society lives and dies through the effort of its members.' Thanks to such efforts 
from the two speakers, the secretary, Mark Hjaltun, and Dr.Ridgeway, and despite the refreshments, 
The Hellfire is very much alive and well. 

The first, and therefore the bravest, paper was given by Michael Rapport, on his family's history, 
ranging right the way from Russia to The United States through countless descriptions of Cossack 
adventures, White Russians and somewhat difficult-to-follow genealogical links. The paper was 
thoroughly researched and extremely well-presented , including some long-awaited slides and a 
fascinating description of how the Scandinavians make the paint for their houses. All in all, it managed 
to convey his knowledge of events in general, and his well-known (infamous?) enthusiasm for his 
family's history in particular. 

The second paper was given by Ph.ill p Chambers on the somewhat journalesque title 'Caligula - The 
Tyrant' and turned out to be exactly that. Perhaps best described as an 'audio - visual spectacular' 
minus the visual part, this paper contained all the gruesome detail that makes it such a popular topic. 

Both evenings were real successes and the number of people in the Green present at the talks can 
only be a good sign for the future of such a society. 

M. Bradshaw 

The Poetry Society 

The Poetry Society, the brainchild of the Editor, and Mr. Hodgkinson, yawned, stretched and 
uncoiled its shapeless identity. We opened dazed eyes, and watched in bewilderment as its potential 
enormity dwindled into a compact clique of ten regular members. The first and penultimate session, 
coaxed along by the watchfulness of Paddy Irwin, yielded stale bread and insipid coffee. 
Mr. Hodgkinson promised to remedy both of these, and the last meeting produced a bowlful of 
nourishing verbiage on the (now) legendary Russian poetess Anna Ahmatova, given by Mr. Spencer, 
which was nevertheless very enjoyable. The absence of females perhaps influenced the Society's 
exiguity, but despite all setbacks the term was an entertaining one. 

Simon Pugsley 
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The Ateneo 

Attendance throughout the term was consistently good, which can only bode well for the future 
of such a small society. 

The first talk of the term was given by Andrew Henderson on his return from Uruguay where he 
spent several months working as a teacher. The talk was both amusing and educational, presented 
with artefacts (and drinks!) of interest , which helped to reveal something of a little-discussed, though 
not less important, area of Spanish-speaking culture. He obviously enjoyed the experience thoroughly, 
and his enthusiasm has already persuaded two people to look further into these overseas ventures. 

The other two talks this term were given by James Lewes and Adam Wilkinson respectively on the 
subjects of Golden Age Literature and Modern Spa.in. Both talks, if not outstanding, were weU
presented and carefully-researched, a remarkable feat considering the often very. short commission 
time! 

All in all, this has been a fairly successful term for a somewhat specialist society. 

M. Bradshaw 

The Pythagoreans 

Being newly 'elected' to the Pythagoreans ('You're arty, come and sit on the committee'), I 
was as much in doubt as to its objectives as no doubt you are. Suspecting to be regaled with heavy, 
calorie-packing wedges of information on such perverse topics as Dutch Elm Disease and Italic 
writing, fed to me by large professors with balding scalps and beer-guts, or little, greasy-haired men in 
steel-rimmed spectacles, I was pleasantly surprised to find digestible material ranging exclusively in 
more subtle and interesting subjects. 

Alan Oakman came clad in a tracksuit, exuding oriental mystery, to enlightP.n us on the subject 
of yoga, that bizarre contortion of human limbs that we like to see Indians trying to extricate them
selves from on Brighton Nudist Beach. Oddly enough, it appeared that yoga did not consist entirely 
of these peculiarly obscene postures, but is actually descriptive of an entire lifestyle, practised widely 
throughout the world as an a.id to philosophy and religion. The infamous 'lotus position' disappoint
ingly proved to be merely a sidetrack of yoga to aid concentration, accompanied by an orchestra 
of 'Om's' and guttural French 'urrrgh 's' (in no circumstances should these be interpreted as a request 
for help in removing the le ft foot from behind the unfortunate yogi's ear, however tempting it 
might be.) 

Dr. Robert Pearce came to give us a fascinating talk on the effects of prolonged stress on the 
human being. Unsurprisingly, these turned out to be potentially hideous, ranging from mild attacks 
of asthma and mumps to terminal diseases such as cancer for the majority of the British, and AIDS 
for the majority of the Americans ... It also transpired that stress can be more aggravating to death 
than can many other western 'diseases' such as heavy drinking or smoking, and that, in fact, anxiety 
about the inordinate amount you smoke is more likely to kill you than the 'cancer-stick' itself if that 
is any consolation to anyone. 

All in all, it was a very fascinating term pythag'-\vise, and I shall encourage more disciples next 
term. 

J. D. McAree 
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Twelfth Night - or what you will 

Shakespeare does not necessarily make for a successful School play; in particular with comedy, 
when jokes do lose their funniness - who wouldn't put a plaster over a girl's 'cut' these days? Of 
course, a Shakespeare comedy doesn't have to make the audience roll around, but it achieves some
thing if it does. This is what this production of 'Twelfth Night' did do: it made the audience laugh; 
whether at the brilliant production/choreography of the Malvolio gulling or at the fall of Aguecheek's 
wig. There was a stimulating freshness about much of the play - from Mike Wright's music to Athena 
Malpas' Maria. This was well counterbalanced by what was the 'oscar-winner' of this play - James 
Fair's Malvolio - who was pretentious and very unlikeable all the way through the play. It was a pity 
that this consistency was broken by the one 'visual-gag' in the play that was out of place - Malvolio 
hitching up his black-puritanical-cassock, revealing black stockings and 'doing the John Cleese' as he 
ran off the stage to take his mistress's ring to Cesario. 

The play was divided too much, between the love scenes and the comic ones. Because the humour 
of the comic ones was so visual the more static love scenes seemed dull in comparison. 

The more successful performances came from those who did not seem in awe of the lines they 
were saying but created their own character with them. Nick Wright and Paddy Irwin as Belch and 
Aguecheek were particularly successful. Tt was a pity that the vitality of their characters was not 
matched by the portrayal of the relationships between Orsino and Cesario whose eventual marriage 
cou1d have been made more realistic and between Sebastian and Antonio whose scenes together were 
flat - a sense of their great friendship was lacking (a pity because Dominic Abrams has a beautiful 
tone to his voice and Philip Tyson an aggressive stage presence). Perhaps 'philia' is not so popular at 
the girls' school. Lucy Russell's Viola was great, but perhaps it was she who could have provided the 
link between the 'comic and the love' divide . She did suffer, as did Orsino and Olivia from not being 
Belch or Aguecheek - I felt that these two could do nothing wrong. Andrew Morton's 'Feste' was 
very successful but was too loveable and enjoyed his word-play too much. Nick Lockwood as Orsino, 
used the language with confidence and with some beauty, but did not exploit the 'actor playing an 
actor' side of The Duke. The same is true of Miranda Harrison as Olivia. Valentine (Rupert Farmer), 
Curio (Michael Ashcroft) and Fabian (Oliver Kelly) were suitably henchman-like. It was pleasing to 
see the high standard of the smaller parts - Alex Smith, James Lambie, Simon Myers, Vicky Warren 
and Athena Malpas were all bright and bouncy. 

Congratulations and thanks to Mike Wright's four little musicians and the whole of the Pfay's 
'crew'. In particular to Miss Richardson - the producer - because it was in its stage presentation 
that this play excelled. 

Nicholas Parfitt 

The Story of the Rood 

The play was an unpretentious production from the Sutherland-Smith stable; a series of tales from 
the Bible, linked in a rather dubious fashion by the 'Rood' (originally Moses' staff, this grew into a 
tree, became part of Solomon's Temple, and later the cross of Jesus). The production of the play was 
amusing and, I could not help feeling, rather tongue-in-cheek: the sight of paper seagulls oscillating 
on the ends of long poles put the audience into a fit of giggles from which, unfortunately, they did not 
seem to recover for some time; and we were always left in joyful expectation of the next death 
- whereupon the deceased would be hustled by a group of devilettes onto the slippery slide down 
into Hell and be beaten about the anatomy with (presumably cardboard) cudgels. 

The play seemed to have been typecast: Paul Brown was God, Harry Paul Jesus, and Satan was 
female. Tom Sulkin as Adam and Phillipa Tyson as Eve (among other roles) set the play off, and we 
progressed through Cain and Abel, Moses, King David (Jesse Lilley) and Solomon to Harry Paul. 
Further amusement was provided by the whip-men, Ian Jamison and his accomplice (more type
casting?), who gave Jesus the rough treatment afforded to most smarmy do-gooders at that time. 
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As an actuaJ play, the materiaJ was not the most wonderful possible; and the rhyme in which it 
was written led at times to triteness, although also some amusement. The use of the BSR was un
conventional and interesting with most of the action actuaJJy taking place off the stage at the front, 
and with the audience more involved (and various members subsequently being granted the names of 
Giraffe, Lion etc.). The actors seemed on the whole to be enjoying themselves, which is something to 
be said for the production. As to the audience, many people were unsure as to the intended spirit of 
the play, and hence as to whether or not they were supposed to laugh - fo r example, at the rather 
blatant faking of physicaJ violence on stage . Everybody in the audience laughed ... I hope we were 
supposed to. 

Como di Bassetto 

The Real Inspector Hound 

The accomplishment of a play 'write-up' is a daunting task when so ordered by Herr GeneraJ 
von Editor. However, for sheer individuality, this play could not help but make my job an easy one. 

The story-line, for those criminal enough to miss the performance, was an average whodunnit 
watched by two critics. But, by means devious, Tom Stoppard managed to twist the play on stage 
into a reaJ Life drama concerning the two critics. How this was done without over-faJsifying the 
generaJ effect, must remain a mystery to all but him. 

Into this melee of a plot were thrust, among those particuJarly memorable: Giles Whitten , with an 
accent dragged from some previously undiscovered corner of the British Isles, and a cap from the 
opposite end; Ian Sewell, who was loud to a nuclear degree (amplified by a bilious beige suit): 
Jamie Henderson, who managed to out-stentorian (with those lines he remembered) even that; 
Kate Seekings and Kate Bomford (from the neighbouring seminary) who ascended mountains of 
precosity and swam oceans of affectation to reach the Elysian fields of the archetypal bitch; 
Harry Upton whose clouseauesque image only matched his knowledge of the text; and 
Peter Davenport whose crapulence increased as the evening wore on, and the noises off became more 
off than on. 

All the cast acted extremely well throughout, even the bits they didn't know, and a large amount 
of originaJity of style was injected -something seriously lacking in a lot of recent productions at 
school. The Oxbridge play, as an institution, is traditionaJly held as a gauge for the level of genius in 
the Vllth form. It can therefore be seen that 'Travesties' of a few years ago was an incomparable 
success, for so many of the orignaJ cast went up to Oxford that they arc redoing the production. 
With the introduction of the cursed IVtn term entrance, we wait in interest as to whether the new 
'Cambridge' play will attain the heights of dramatic excellence that it would have done had the cast's 
Oxonian brethren aJso been present. 

Charlie Jacoby 
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John Tordoff-'Heart of Darkness' 

It is difficult to give any practical criticism on a production as originally presented and as well
acted as John Tordofrs one-man play of Joseph Conrad's novel 'Heart of Darkness'. I can, however, 
give a piece of advice to those who may have the opportunity to see the play in the future: judging 
by the comments heard from members of the audience who had read the novel, it is perhaps 
advisable not to read (or to forget if you have already read) the book before watching this production. 
There were several omissions on the stage and if you were to keep the plot of the novel in mind 
during the play, there wouJd be a feeling of momentary emptiness as a perhaps well-remembered 
passage was left out of the script. 

There was, though, no sense of disjointedness in the plot. John Tordoff kept it flowing steadily 
as he described what he, and ultimately the audience, saw. He made the story rush forward as he, 
with the appropriate gesticulations and tone of voice, shared his experiences with us. Tordofrs 
convincing use of the deliberately few props helped the scenes come to life: he built a model boat to 
show us the progress of the restoration on his newly-acquired vessel which would take him on a 
journey into Africa to bring him face-to-face with madness of different kinds. llowever, had it not 
been for Tordoffs co-ordination of his actions with his expressions by body and word and for the 
arrangement of the play, the model would have been nothing but an ornament. 

There has been another derivation of Conrad's book in the form of the film 'Apocalypse Now'. 
1 have not seen it myself, so I cannot compare it with Tordofrs work, but - and I hope this is a 
reasonable assumption, despite a relatively low budget and relatively little publicity- John Tordofrs 
masterpiece should hold a high place among all such developments from Conrad's novel. 

The Stuart Centre at the Girls' School was not the ideal location for such a performance, as the 
construction of the main hall was such that those sitting in the wings had a bit of an obstruction in 
the form of a balcony rail to their view , and those with long legs would have found the seating 
cramped. These discomforts were more than offset by the captivating performance of John Tordoff, 
who made it extremely worthwhile to miss hall and therefore make it necessary to get up early the 
next morning in order to finish that history essay on time! 

The Abbeylands House Play 
'You Never Can Tell' 

Mike Rapport 

'You Never Can Tell' was one of G. B. Shaw's 'pleasant' plays, and perhaps his most popular, but it 
was not his best-written. My suspicions were somewhat aroused when I read the pretentious synopsis 
(courtesy C. Jacoby) given in the programme, an extract of which deserves quotation: 

'A distant rumble of approaching thunder pressages the onslaught of a storm of unforeseen 
vicissitudes which will descend upon the unsuspecting protagonists and overwhelm the halcyon calm 
of the postcard sky, as long-nurtured grievances finally burst forth in an immense deluge .. .' What 
followed .was, I'm glad to say, rather more comprehensible. The lead role was played, almost naturally, 
by Ed Field as the aptly-named Valentine - a professional and unashamed womaniser - who falls in 
love (not for the first time) with Gloria, excellently portrayed by Rebecca Morgan. His performance was 
especially notable as this was his first role in any production. 

It turns out that Valentine's landlord is in fact the estranged husband of Mrs. Clandon (Gloria's 
mother), and confrontation (along, I suppose, with the inevitable 'deluge') follows. Alexandra Schoenfeld 
deserves special mention for her role as Mrs. Clandon, which she carried off to perfection, as did 
Alistair Houldsworth as the laconic waiter (do I detect type-casting?) who has the last words - 'You 
never can tell.' 

The costumes were delightfully garish and, for a house play, the standards were on the whole 
remarkably high; congratulations must go to PauJ Carling and Charles Jacoby. It was indeed a 
prestigious house effort, particularly notable because, unlike a number of other house plays supposed 
to be appearing this term, the Abbeylands play actually did. 

P. Irwin 
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Concert Oub 
George Malcolm 

If you know the name of no other harpsichordist you are likely to have heard of George Malcolm. 
How lucky we are at Sherborne to have the undisputed world champion of the harpsichord to come 
and play for us! A humble and a generous man, too: George Malcolm gave a free concert about six 
year's ago to launch the fund to buy the instrument which, on its public debut, was sharing the 
limelight with the illustrious performer. 

The School's harpsichord was built in 1974 by the firm of Robert Goble (Oxford}, one of the 
most respected makers in the country. Unlike many harpsichords built today, it is not a copy of any 
particular historical specimen or style, but a kind of composite of examples made in England and 
France in the late 18th Century. It is a large (about 8-foot long) instrument with two manuals and 
a range of stops including l 6-foot, two 8-foot, an octave coupler and a lute stop. What this means 
is that it is capable of considerable volume and variety of sound. Harpsichords of this size and speci
fication would have been common from about 1750 onwards, a time when many serious keyboard 
concerti were written (Mozart had written twenty by 1785), and pianos were being made in the 
same workshops as harpsichords. It is no mere puff, then, for the makers to describe this instrument 
as the 'Goble Concert Model '. The size and acoustics of the BSR provide almost as stern a test as 
can be imagined for the capacity of any harpsicl1ord to fulfil its pretensions to be a serious concert 
instrument, and there is no doubt that our Goble could hold its own against a fair-sized orchestra. 

A big sound, but a beautiful one? Not to my ears. Understandably perhaps, indivduality of sound 
seems to have been sacrificed to breadth and eveness, a character which, however, enjoys the 
compensation of a variety of effects created by using the numerous stops. 

The flexibility of the instrument was amply demonstrated in the music chosen for Mr. Malcolm's 
recital. J. S. Bach's Partita in B minor. (BMV 831) which opened the programme, is in the grand 
manner of the French overture, a style identical to the form employed in contemporary orchestral 
suites, such as Bach's own. The three pieces by Handel which foUowed, although much less complex, 
exhibit the massive hannonic simplicity greatly admired by Beethoven. The two sets of variations 
allowed us to appreciate the lyrical fluency essential to Handel and yet so difficult to achieve on the 
harpsichord: a tribute to both instrument and performer. After the interval we had Johann Friedrich 
Bach's Theme and Variations in G, and a clarity demanded both by the more classical style and also 
by the nature of its theme, 'Twinkle, twinkle, little star'. Five Rameau pieces, all in a manner 'tone
paintings', expressed with some plausibility such diverse subjects as a pecking hen and a drunken 
cyclops. The recital ended with a brilliant display of the variety of moods to be found in half-a-dozen 
Scarlatti sonatas. 

The assurance with which George Malcolm conducted this demonstration should not obscure his 
musical achievement, nor should his donnish air mask his technical virtuosity. His is the right kind 
of donnishness: knowledge that commands respect, sobriety that reassures, and an open brilliance 
which is both surprising and exhilarating. The performance of Baroque music has been subject to 
many changes since George Malcolm first juggled the jacks, most of them the upshot of claims to 
possess the philosopher's stone of Early Music: authenticity. There is, however, far more of the 
genuine 18th Century spirit in Mr. Malcolm's good sense and in his refusal to allow his musical 
judgment to be swayed by fashion or pedantry. I would rather not single out any particular item 
in his recital , since all deserved high praise, and the consistency of his success in a variety of styles 
was remarkable in itself. Bar after bar throughout the evening was an eloquent expression of 
intellectual sway, emotional sensitivity, and good taste. Often, too, startling fire rose from the steady 
glow of Mr. Malcolm's playing, unexpectedly conjured from 70-year old fingers. 

A very successful concert, a very satisfying evening. The Sherbo me School Harpsichord had been 
sired, as it were, by George Malcolm's recital several years ago. Gestation took its long course 
unnoticed; and now here we were, not just an audience at a concert, but witnesses at a baptism. All 
passed off very well: baby behaved perfectly, and the officiating priest has lost none of his wizardry. 

M.A.S.-W. 
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Shura Cherkassky 

Not all musicians come in the P'avarotti, tree-trunk format. Mr. Cherkassky is a case in point. 
The diminutive figure, with affected manner and slightly mincing gait, might seem to be better 
suited to an elegant salon rather than a vast wind-tunnel. But then again, it is clear that one does 
not have to be Pavarotti-sized to have the heart and soul of a great musician. Mr.Cherkassky does 
not seem to be short on 'soul' . 

Indeed this was one of the most exhilarating features of this recital. In an age when it is all too 
easy for a concert pianist to sacrifice his own individuality and rely on faultless technique, 
Cherkassky is prepared to risk all for what he believes to be right. It is possible to disagree with the 
result of such an approach, which in this case is a very 'romantic' style, but it is surely preferable to 
a generally acceptable, yet colourless performance. 

On this occasion, his programme was confined to the first half of the nineteenth century, ranging 
from Beethoven's Sonata in A, Opus 10 I, through to the B minor Sonata of Chopin, some of Liszt's 
more flamboyant moments, and taking in Schubert Impromptus and a Mendelssohn Prelude and 
Fugue on the way. In both the major challenges of the Beethoven and Chopin, Cherkassky's 
artistry was clear throughout; here was technical proficiency allied to supreme musicianship. Indeed, 
at times, his playing even made sense of the Levinesque outpourings that were to be found in the 
programme notes. The frenetic applause from the cognoscenti in the reserved seats, and others, was 
clearly in order, as were the two encores it beckoned forth. 

Heinz Holliger and the Camerata Bern 

Heins Holliger, like Cherkassky, might seem an odd choice of front-man. Even when not playing, 
his shock of hair tends to perplex. as he ducks and sways in time to the music. When he plays, the 
oboe tends to make disconcerting swoops, whilst the head is burrowed down cowards the instrument. 
But then, look at his backing group. For a start, they stand. String ensembles usually sit. Then they 
duck and sway. Then there's the bass, who plays the instrument backhand, and whose hair almost 
rivals the cellist's ... The moral should be becoming clear; don't judge by appearance. 

The Camerata Bern themselves provided a continuous lesson in ensemble playing. Unanimous in 
their stylish, lively approach , under their leader Thomas Furl, they have a fastidious regard for 
textural colour and balance. On their own, they captured exactly the various moods of Rameau's 
Concerto No. 6 in G minor, ranging from the depiction of a farmyard hen to the more ethereal 
'L' Enharmonique'. The prevailing mood of blank despondency that seems to dominate the second 
movement of Bartok's Divertimento for Strings was also caught. The outer movements caused less 
anguish. I remain unconvinced that it is necessary for any composer to lacerate his audience's 
sensitivity. Maybe one day. 

As accompanists, too, the Camerata proved their worth, in both Leclair's Oboe Concerto in C 
major and Vaughan William's Oboe Concerto of 1944. 

Holliger himself is clearly far ahead of the rest of the field. Whereas even the best of oboists can 
occasionally produce the duck imitation which seems to characterize the instrument, HoUiger is apt 
to inspire the critics to rare panegyrics: 'unique among wind soloists today in such dominance and 
individuality', his performance of the Leclair 'was characterised by the greatest vitality of line 
expressed in arching phrases which ideally combined freedom and control.' In the Vaughan Williams, 
'he rose to such heights of poetry at the elegiac close of the first and last movements that the hall 
held its breath.' Apparently, the concerto 'bloomed and blossomed, acquiring a piquant eloquence 
almost above its station.' Cheeky concerto. These performances were at the Queen Elizabeth Hall, 
but the reviews could have applied equally to Sherbome. 
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Now. for the bad news. It is clear that Sherborne is unique in having such fine artists as these 
performing on the ?oorstep. It .is difficult to believe that many could have failed to enjoy the first 
concert , or .th~t , with the possible exception of the Bartok, the second was 'inaccessible'. And yet 
the vast ma1onty of those for whom the Concert Club is intended were conspicuous only by their 
absence. Surely. the odd Saturday evening is not that hard to come by? The gripe is an old one but 
ne:ds to ?e r:1terated. The argument is this. First, it will be very difficult to see artists of

1 
this 

calibre again without much greater expense. Secondly, if education is the object in coming here then 
a re!u~al to take advantage of opportunities such as these would seem to argue a rather depr~ssing 
stup1?1ty. At the ~omen.t the Concert Club would seem to be a public relations exercise. It could 
remam that, and still provide education, in its true sense, for the school. 

Angus Lockyer 

The Joint Orchestral Concert 

The concert this term saw the introduction of a new group - the St. Antony's-Leweston Wind 
Ensemble, who gave a very pleasant performance of Gounod's Petite Symphonie ; despite the Lack of a 
conductor, they stayed in tempo remarkably well throughout the fast movements, and with only one 
or two lapses in the slow! 

The Joint First Orchestra played better than ever, rising to an extremely high standard of 
ensemble, and clarity, with Mozart's Magk Flute overture ; and , as we heard in Tchaikovsky's Cossack 
dance from 'Mazeppa', great excitement and panache. This is, technically, a very complex piece, 
rising to almost hysterical pace at the end, a feeling which was conveyed very well. The orchestra 
made the piece very exciting, responding with great effect to Patrick Shelley's conducting. The finale 
of the evening, and the most ambitious piece undertaken by the o rchestra to date , was 'Tbe Snow 
Goose ', by Edward Welch, who was present at this performance , the first ever to be attempted by a 
school orchestra. This story, convincingly narrated by Richard Bridge , is at various times sad, eerie, 
comic, and dramatic, and demands an appreciation of a wide range or musical expression. Each dif
feren t mood was, according to an independent observer, 'thoroughly understood and mastered 
technically and aesthetically ... a triumph.' 

The joint Second Orchestra performed, as is their wont, some slightly less serious music than the 
First, of an international nature . We started in Spain, with an interesting and playful piece, 'Espana' 
by Emmanuel Chabrier, which , though not without some intra-orchestral disagreement about timing, 
expertly resolved by the conductor, David Price, was nevertheless very enjoyable. Next, we went to 
the Alps, where Benjamin Britten (conducted by Richard Kershaw) presented 'Tirolese' from 'Soirees 
Musicales'. This was also a very enjoyable piece , despite the inevitable Straussian overtones. 

The Girls' School Madrigal Society presented their madrigals, ranging from the 16th to 20tl1 cen
turies, all impeccable as usual in all aspects of their performance, and very skilfully sung ; even in the 
face or some very complicated music, all the words were crystal clear. 

The Concert Band played 'Studio One', an interesting and varied piece by Glen Osser which was 
performed convincingly and with vigour. 'Marche Militaire', by Charles Gounod , was predictably 
military in style, although accurately performed , and well received by the audience. 

James Cowling 
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Rugby 1984 

1st XV 

Results 
Sherborne Pilgrims L 
Bryan st on D 
Can ford W 
Christ's Brecon L 
Blundell's D 
King's Taunton D 
Cranleigh W 
flaberdasher Aske's D 
Taunton W 
Downside W 
Plymouth W 
Radley W 
Clifton W 

Douai X.V a side festival W 

7 - 13 
L0 - 10 
23 - 6 
0- 9 

16 - 16 
12 - 12 
16- 6 
10 - 10 
15 - 3 
9- 0 

16- 6 
12- 3 
27 - 3 

The 1984 season opened with a surprise win at the Douai X.V a side festival, beating Cranleigh in 
the semis and St. Johns Leatherhead in the final with both games going to extra time. Obviously 
success, when it is not expected, is a bonus, especially when the basics were being performed to a high 
standard. The objective of the day was to play a squad of players who could be watched in pressure 
situations and look at various combinations. Unfortunately our success may have clouded judgement 
on certain positions, plus the fact that a number of key players were injured. At this early stage of 
the season the captain , Paddy Plewman, was showing signs of a muscle injury which was to keep him 
out for the remainder of term. He did play against Canford, Cranleigh and Clifton though in ~ach 
game became a passenger. His Joss as a player and captain led to the inevitable question: how would 
we have played as a XV had he been fit? Possibly we may have escaped with fewer draws. Mark 
Bryant took over the captaincy. Well though he played, his lack of confidence in those outside him in 
the. first half of term was always a decisive factor. Later in the season the moving of Richard Sirley 
to midfield gave the desired thrust and bite which had been missing. This also gave a better balance to 
the back tluee with Tim Waddy moving to the wing, where he was less open to an aerial bombard · 
ment, and the inclusion of Terry Hall whose strength of tackle had to be seen to be believed. Those 
who made the journey to Plymouth will agree. 

After the early success, the play of the forwards and their ability to retain and regain possession 
was very much in question. The forwards seemed to think that the backs could operate on set ball 
only, which put an enormous degree of pressure on them, especially the half-backs. As the early 
season progressed, confidence up front was at a low ebb; most were happier not to have the ball, 
consequently no player took the responsibility of the ball. T he inclusion of Greg Knott , Ian Sewell 
and Tom Bradby led to a more positive approach, with the ball being carried at the opposition, thus 
giving Adel Kardooni the chance to use his strength close to the forwards and for Mark Bryant to 
release the backs. Adel Kardooni's play became a dominant factor in both attack and defence, with 
his harrying of opposition scrum halves being second to none. 

Well though the XV played in the early games, points were being handed to opposition either 
through penalties or bad mistakes. This was most obvious at Blundell's where all their points were 
presented on a plate. Poor goal kicking did not help with points being wasted from easy positions. 
Memories of a straight miss at Haberdasher Aske's still resurface. 

In spite of some mediocre play only one game was lost to an aggressive Brecon side who played a 
very tight brand of rugby which differed greatly from previous years. Unfortunately four reserves 
were playing in the backs and with the pack well beaten it proved too much for a group lacking 
experience at this level. A pre-half term high point was the win against a powerful Cranleigh X.V when 
the side showed glimpses of the style and drive we were aiming to achieve. 
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The half term break seemed to change the pack; on return they became a ball-hungry group 
with Fred Foreman and Ian Sewell dominating the line out and Rico Tice at long last leading from 
the front. The game became a good deal easier for the backs with a supply of ruck ball which allowed 
Kardooni to take on the opposition on his terms. The win at Plymouth on a difficult surface showed 
a control which up to this point had come and gone during each game. This was followed by a mar
vellous display against a previously unbeaten Radley side who were beaten in alJ aspects of the game. 
They found they were unable to play their slow rolling style when the first ball carrier was put on 
the ground to create a ruck, an area with which Radley were not completely familiar. The final game 
against Clifton sh.owed everyone at their best until the inevitable injury to Paddy Plewman and 
Richard Sirley meant that the cutting edge was truly blunted. 

The greatest compliment to be paid to the XV was their desire to play an expansive game when 
not all the units were functioning at full throttle. The run in from half term with five straight wins 
was well worth the trials and trepidations of the early draws. Paddy Plewman as a viewiJ1g captain 
found how difficult it was to watch when the game is tight and how frustrating it can be to be side
lined. My thanks must go to Jilin not only for remaining cheerful throughout, but also being a mar
vellous ambassador for the school. To Rkhard Sirley my grateful thanks for his work on running all 
the junior league games so efficiently. 

Last ly but not least to JPW who gave up so much of his time to help coach, travel, encourage, and 
to RAC for his abili ty to remain calm when all around seemed to be changing. To MMW my thanks 
for pointing ou t the obvious and simple which at times proved to be hard to see. 

To the XV my thanks for providing a very happy and enjoyable season. 
D.A.S. 

Team: T. B. Plewman (Captain); R. W. Sirley; T. Hall ; T. J . Waddy; B. Emley; G. Pilbrow; 
M. B. Bryant; A. Kardooni; R. I. Tice; G. Knott; P. A. Brown; I. SeweU; F. Foreman; 
J . Goddard; D. Rosser; T. Bradby. 

Also Played: P. Moore; J . Kelly: W. Bramble: J . Stock; H. Paul: J . Thomson-Glover. 

Representative honours: 
U.18 Group: Bryant, Kardooni, Sirley and Brown represented Dorset and Wilts against Somerset , 

Sussex and Devon. 
Kardooni and Sirley have been selected for the South and South West against London 

and South East. 
Kardooni was selected to play for England 18 group against New Zealand schools at 

Twickenham. He also represented to South and South West against the tourists. 
U.16 Group: R. C. Parry-Jones selected for South and South West. 



2nd XV 

Continuity from one year to the next in any 2nd XV is obviously unlikely given the nature of the 
team, hence it was with great delight that Sam Small and John Stock appeared in the key roles of 
tight-head prop and scrum-half respectively. Sam in his second consecutive season and John having 
had to make way for the great 'Doony' in the 1st XV. As pre-season training came to an end it 
became obvious that in the first half of the season at least their experience was to be vital in the 
formation of the 2nd XV as a unit. Our pack, although having the advantage of height in the line
outs, was going to be light and the backs would have to develop both quickness of mind and body 
and achieve a mutual understanding and trust. It was, therefore, with some apprehension that the 
team took on the Pilgrims in the first game of the season. Our back row was still uncertain of itself 
in practice games, our pack would be outweighed and the backs still lacked any thrust in the centre. 
It was a great credit to the team that they won this game by the narrow margin of one drop-goal 
by Dick Jory and one felt a certain easing of the apprehension caused by pre-season training. The 
plan was to keep the ball moving, not to get tied down in rucks and mauls and to spread the ball 
wide out to the wings. A heavy reliance was therefore to be placed on forward support for quick 
ruck ball, giving the backs a little more time and space in which to react. Speed of attack was 
to be essential, and in this Harold Paul and Jack Parry-Jones were to play important roles. 

ln the first half of the season the team relied heavily for its defence on Terry Hall whose 
tackling at full back was little short of magnificent. T well remember the game against Milton Abbey 
1st XV when in the final stages of the match they mounted an attack from the Sherborne 22 metre 
line. Our back row was, for once, found wanting and it was left to the full back to fell the oncoming 
player with a legitimate ferocity that left him lying winded on the ground, stars encircling his aching 
head. As the team settled into the routine of Saturday matches, however, it became obvious that 
victories were due more to lack of penetration by the opposition than to dominance by the 
Sherborne team. It was inevitable that the team's willingness to play an expansive game combined 
with the ability to retain possession would lead to victories over less well organised sides. By the 
time that Blundell's pa.id us a visit more organisation was apparent in the three-quarter line and the 
speed of second l?hase ball led to a convincing victory. Indeed, such was the nature of the victory 
that the master i/ c King's Taunton 2nd XV, who always does his homework in these matters, said 
on arrival that the Sherborne 2nd's had been described to him as a 'Machine'. ln this he was more 
right than he believed for the team' performance against the King's side was mechanical to the extent 
of being pedantic. The one try scored by Ollie Paine from a set piece move was the only light in a 
very lacklustre performance against a side playing the very rugby that we had sought throughout the 
season. Four tries were conceded in that game, doubling the total that had hitherto been scored 
against the side in the previous five matches. 

Fortunately, this defeat was followed by half-term and with the holiday came rejuvenation, 
although the second half of the season was not without its problems. Disruption caused to the 1st 
XV through injury forced the second XV to be very unsettled. A convincing win over Taunton 
School seemed to augur well, but the following Saturday the XV travelled to Downside with five 
replacements, who had not trained with the side, to play on a very muddy surface. Early in the 
first half a scrum collapsed bringing with it a recurrence of injury to Sam Small's knee. This was, 
sadly, to be h.is last game for a Sherborne side and reorganisation on the field meant that Billy Brook 
had to move to tight-head leaving the team with no number eight and two new flankers. But, not to 
worry. The two best victories of the season were yet to come. The XV's perfonnance against 
Plymouth College, at Plymouth, and Radley College, at home, were most authoritative. Jerry Milne 
fitted in well at full back after Terry Hall's promotion to the 1st XV and we used his speed to 
provide both thrust in the centre and overlaps on the wings. In these two games the term 'Sherbome 
machine' came into its own. The rucking and ball handling skills were a delight to behold, the kicking 
superb and the feeling of the team playing as a team gave a feeling of great satisfaction. The last 
game, at Clifton, failed to climb these heights and with both Phil Moore and Ollie Paine absent 
through injury a draw was a fair result. 
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That tJ1is was a good season for ilie 2nd XV there can be no doubt. At the end of term party one 
had the feeling that the individuals had developed into a team and that everyone who had played 
had learnt a lot from the experience. The credit for most of this must go to all who assisted in coach
ing and advising: D.A.S., J .P.W., M.M.W. and A.MD. My thanks go to them all for their words 
of wisdom and experience. SimHarly recognition must be made of Mr. Ken Steven whose excellent 
and sensitive refereeing allowed all our borne games to be enjoyable spectacles, and John Stock whose 
leadership on and off the field was exemplary. 

2nd XV Colours were awan:led to: 

H. Paul; J. Spencer; J. Thomson-Glover; J . Parry-Jones; R. Jory; J. Stock; A. Small; P. Moore; 
C. Lee; 0. Paine; J. Kellow; W. Brook; M. Robertson; J. Kelly; W. Bramble; T. Bradby; T. Hall. 

Played: 11 

Points for: 133 

Pilgrims 
Bryanston 
Milton Abbey 1st XV 
Canford 
Blundell's 
King's Taunton 
Taunton 
Downside 
Plymouth 
Radley 
Clifton 

Won: 8 

Points against: 82 

34 

w 
w 
w 
w 
w 
L 
w 
L 
w 
w 
D 

Drawn: 1 

lS l 2 
16 - 6 
10 - 7 
10 - 0 
14 - 3 
4 - 20 

14 - 0 
4 - 18 

20 - 0 
22 - 12 

4 - 4 

Lost: 2 

R.A.C. 



Third XV 

Away at Fosters! What a start to the season! What was DAS doing with the fixtures organisation? 
Oh , well! I suppose we will have to lift the boys after another defeat on the slope at Fosters. No! 
The pre-match build up went smoothly and an uncharacteristic steel and determination was lurking 
very close to the surface. It was close; it was hard; it was a proud moment to win there 22-3 with 
forward domination, centres who tackled and a half-back pairing who controlled the game - not to 
mention a good kicker - perhaps the best in the school? Was the 3rd XV a good side? Perhaps they 
were a little special; time would tell. Shaftesbury, Blundell's and Brecon were all beaten with solid 
displays. especially at Brecon. It seemed as if there was a possibility of having an unbeaten season. 
Clayesmorc were crushed with a devastating display from the whole side. King's Taunton fought 
very hard in the tight , but the machine rolled on again to Downside, where many Sherbome sides 
have met their Waterloo. A marvellous display of controlled forward play, two excellent three 
quarter moves, and yes - even two drop goals gave us a wonderful victory! A journey to Bourne
mouth, always hard to beat, proved successful once again thanks to a magnificent performance 
from the re-organised pack, line-out domination and crucial kicks being converted. One game to 
go - home against Clifton. It was possible. The rains stopped and we played poorly for twenty-five 
minutes and were only 8-6 ahead at half-time. Pressure told and with awesome power the machine 
rolled forward; the speed of wings, full back and centres did the rest 34-6. Well done! Played 9, 
won 9. A final comment - Yes, they were a very good side indeed! 

Something has to be said about the team as individuals. PauJ - 'what a lovely pair of thighs' -
Goode made the winning of games easier with his controlled goal-kicking and a decisive incisions 
into the line. Paddy O'Shea and Alan Whelan on the wings were two totally different kinds of wing. 
Paddy - very quick and scoring by sheer pace; Alan - as strong as an ox holding onto and setting 
up good baU for the three quarters. The centres, Des Fair and Jason North, both of whom were too 
good for us, both uncompromising tacklers and very quick, were the attacking edge that was needed 
to prise open any gaps in the oppositions· defence. The haJf back pairing of Johny Timmis and 
Mark Wright was again far above 3rd XV standard. Mark 'Ella' Wright normaJJy chose the right 
moment to kick and to set his line moving, while Johny always kept his forwards going at the 
opposition with good use of the blind side and the rolling kick. 

The forwards were well-Orilled , very strong in the front line and quick to the breakdown in the 
back row. The front row of skipper Cameron Adderley, Hadj and either Eddie Bayman , James Clibbon 
or Simon Van den Born, was a very formidable unit who demolished all comers. Hadj was a great 
inspiration, always liable to appear in the opposing scrum halfs hands before the baU from the line
out. The second row of Paul Letchworth and/or Mark Hoskyns-Abrahall and/or Simon Van den Born 
gave us wonderful line-out ball as welJ as some awesome scrummaging power. The back row of 
Jo Hazel, Dom Stober and Robert Pittman put the icing on the front fives' cake. Robert Pittman 
at number 8 dominated the loose ball o n the ground with Jo Hazel always in close support. 
Dom Stober , all hustle and energy, will be back again striving for higher honours. 

My thanks to Charles Allen and Donald Cameron for all their efforts with the whistle and coaching, 
not forgetting Mike Davis' enthusiasm and also to Mervyn Brown for providing the best playing 
surface by far on the circuit. One final observation - how many of last year's lower played for the 
1st XV? - 7. Long may this continue! 
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Results 

3rd XV v Fosters lst XV w 22 - 3 (Away) 
Shaftesbu1:y School 1st XV w 17 - 6 (Away) 
Christ's Brecon 2nd XV w 16 - 3 bAway) Blundell's 3rd XV w 46 - 3 lome) 
King's Taunton 3rd XV w 15 - 0 (Home) 
Clayesmore 1st XV w 41 - II (Home) 
Downside 3rd XV w 14 - 3 (Away) 
Bournemouth !st XV w 19 - II ~way) Clifton 3rd XV w 34 - 6 Jome) 

Played 9, Won 9 Points for 225 
Points against 46 

3rd XV Colours 

C. Adderley, P. Goode, A. Whelan, P. O'Shea, J . Fair , J. North, A. Coswell, J. Timmis, M. Wright, 
E. Bayman, J. Clibbon, D. Hadjigeorgiou, S. Van den Born, P. Letchworth, M. Hoskyns-Abrahall, 
D. Stober, J. Hazel, R. Pittman. 

M.J .C. 



4th XV Rugby Report 1984 

Half-time in the match at Canford. Medland at prop has to retire with a gashed head. No substitute 
available. (for the 4th XV in an away match on an exeat weekend?) Mid-way through the second half 
our left wing - who shall remain nameless - exhorts his forwards with, 'Come on lads, let's go for an 
eight-man shove'. Gaffes of this nature, combined with a determination to play open rugby and a will 
to win (the forwards played magnificently in the Canford match to give us a firm basis for victory) 
made for a very enjoyable season for the lower half of the Lower. 

1t was particularly pleasing from my own point of view that t he side retained a sense of identity, 
although as many as thirty-two players featured and no-one played in all the matches. Illness and 
injury in higher teams or in the 4th XV itself resulted in many boys from Lower II appearing and 
acquitting themselves admirably. Our strength in depth at the top of the school this year was very 
much envied by other schools. 

The confidence gained from a comfortable win over Gillingham in our first match was all but 
destroyed in our only reverse of the season against Bryanston. That they deserved to win was not 
disputed, but it was felt that the 22-4 scoreline did not reflect the play. Revenge o f a sort was gained 
in the next game when we thrashed Milton Abbey 4-0, for they had beaten Bryanston. After the 
impressive display against Canford we totally annihilated an inept Blundell's side, scoring almost at 
will. It should be said, however, to their eternal credit, that they did not give up, even when losing 
by seventy points. Complacency crept in after this match and we allowed the two Taunton sides 
almost to sneak wins in the dying seconds. We held out, only to find ourselves in the reverse position 
of chasing the opposition's total in a difficult, bad-tempered affair at Downside. Tenacity was 
eventually rewarded when Milne popped over a drop-kick in the final minute to tie the scores. The 
penultimate game of the season against Plymouth will no doubt long remain in the memory of 
those who took part, as we found ourselves the senior side at home and t herefore on the Upper. The 
few spectators who appeared that day to watch the School went away satisfied because the whole 
team rose to the occasion to handle well, use the extra width and play some fast, flowing rugby. 
The final score of 30-6 does not indicate that the opposition were weak. A close final match against 
an experienced Clifton team resulted in a 16-6 win. 

If one of the functions of the Lower is to act as a nursery for the following year, then this was 
certainly fulfilled, since there was rarely more than one upper Sixth former playing for the 4th XV. 
Medland, Wickham and Clibbon were more than a match for anyone against whom they propped. 
Barnard was a nimble hooker who occasionally even prised the ball from a maul! Baker, Morgan and 
Rapport improved with every game at lock and Chambers, Howells and Bryan broke well with the 
ball and gave Bramble at scrum-half valuable protection. Bryan proved a confident and competent 
pack-leader. Although a relatively late debutant in the team, Cumming soon found his feet and 
performed ably at fly-half. Langlands and Rix supported each other well and provided good service 
for Knapman and Hjaltun. Whether defending or attacking, Brown could be relied upon to make no 
mistakes at full-back . Taylor showed himself the most versatile player on the Lower, equally at home 
in the scrum or in the t hree-quarters. Others who played less frequently fitted in very well. 1 am 
indebted to M.J .C., G.C.A. and A.M.D. for their coaching, refereeing and tireless enthusiasm. 

Played 10 Won 8 Drawn 1 Lost l Pts. For 227 Against 88 

D.B.C. 
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5th xv 
Won 7 Lost 0 

For 246 Against 23 

Readers will be pleased to learn that the tradition of the unbeaten season has continued. Under the 
supreme leadership of Stumnpackfuhrer Chris Ward , who combined the skills of scrum-half and 
flanker with (delete where applicable) all other positions, this happy if amateur team played a dialect 
of rugby that only a keen, educated Lower 2 can produce. Giles Whitell's 'poseur" of a backward pass 
left our supporter breathless whilst the sure wetly of Duncan Abate rammed home every try and 
converted the heathen opposition to at least Christianity (Downside) if not awe and amazement 
(Taunton). 

In truth, the only timorous opposition came from Bournemouth and Clifton, both of whom 
played a recognisable game. Excellent games were played by both Julian Macdonnell and Martin Van 
Haaps (founder of the Martini movement - a swift criss-cross of sure passing taken close to the 
opposition try-line resulting in a score, a stunned opposition and a bewildered Sherborne). 

Passing is a feature of St h's rugby . The ball is always made freely available in movements more 
akin to the Harlem Globetrotters. Peter Woodburn, John Leney, Julian Speight, Andy Porter and 
Chris 'Mercury' Pomeroy all managed to outplay the opposition every which way in the loose! Mark 
Hobbs, as hooker, kept his head in the scrum and inevitably took theirs. Kevin Canning managed to 
push Downside single-handed down half the pitch! 

The nature of the team is changing with the passing of the 7th term Oxbridge and more L6th 
involved. Equally, the Sths are becoming the 5th team and less the riff-raff side. However, they 
remain the 'Gen ti em en's' XV and free from the egoisms and pressures of higher levels. Their rugby 
is as clean and as skilful but played purely for the pleasure. Team members continue to apologize for 
being thumped by the opposition thug or for tackling them and taking over possession of the ball. 

My thanks to Messers Fisher, Smart and Facer for their obviously most competent and equally 
gentlemanly refereeing; to all those unmentioned team members who remain forever heroic ; to 
J. Taylor for flying the flag and to our supporter - she remains annonymous. 

JSF 



Colts A 

Before this group of boys took the giant step from pitch 2 to pitch 1, I remembered Mr. Hignell's 
words to me at the end of the previous season, if this team believes in itself, it could have a successful 
season as Colts players. The expected marked progress in maturity at this age, plus a determination to 
do well made Mr. Hignell's words so true. 

Winning was the only way that this side could believe in themselves and they decided to do this in 
the simplest terms. A monopoly of possession followed by positive and clear-cut decisions on how to 
use it. The first part of this plan was relatively easy. All sides need a solid base to work on and the 
front row dominated all opponents in the set scrum. Wickham adjusted to all the positions a loose
head prop is supposed to find himself in and still enough had energy to be prominent in broken play, 
while C. Dunn on the other side decided that he was in fact quite strong and 'made' his opposite 
number scrummage against him. This strong man image was slightly undermined when he became 
the main place-kicker on the right hand side with his trusty left boot (soccer players will understand 
the significance of this). C. Lytle completed this front row, hooking as yet another Sherborne crafts
man. Opponents did not find it any easier in that other set piece, the lineout. The captain 
R. Parry-Jones and A. Davis were an ideal combination. Parry-Jones l~ad the strength and timing to 
gobble up the short ball and Davis used his basketball skills to the full, keeping his eye on the drop
ping ball and rising magnificently above the jungle warfare activities of middle jumping. So the 
back row certainly had a launching pad to attack themselves , or disrupt the opposition. B. Taylor 
was an out-and-out open side flanker who would have fitted into any back position if he had been 
needed there. His roaming around the field was always followed by G. Emley who was selected for 
his support play and justified his selection. J. Kraunsoe completed this trio doing all the intelligent things 
specialist blind-side flankers are supposed to do. M. Zimmerman also fitted into this pack so easily 
when there were injuries. 

In the early matches it was essential that this pack became our main attacking role because through 
selection experimentations in the backs and a lack of confidence in their own running skills, these 
backs needed time and preparation to boost their confidence, which is so important in this game. 
Eventually the half-backs realised that they were the main decision-makers with J. Longman having 
the added burden of learning a new position, from full-back to fly-half. He became a 'busy' fly-half 
always ready to loop and support his own backs or Link with his back-row. Also to see such a neat 
player as C. Davis as scrum-half show so much aulhority was a joy to watch. 

As the confidence grew, so did the eagerne~s of the backs to share some of the action. A. Morton 
had always been a forceful player in attack and defence, but this season, his timing bursting onto the 
short ball was a useful method of penetration. He disciplined himself in attack and defence and this 
was helped by the quiet efficiency of E. Siegle who was brought into the team to add a steadiness and 
fluency to the threequarter line. C. Drake depended on strong running, popping up in a variety of 
places and running onto the ball from a variety of angles but always forciby. J. Lockyer depended 
on more subtle footwork in attack, and took his defensive role as a left wing most seriously and 
competently. History (however recent), repeated itself with the full-back position. Last season, 
T. Hall made a great success of the position after switching from the hurly-burly of centre play. 
He went on to play for the lst XV. G. Maclean was also not very happy with the hustle-bustle of 
centre play, but so enjoyed the extra room and time given to him at full-back. He looks a good player 
in this position. 

In a satisfying season, the games that will be remembered were Blundell's, because the team 
changed its tactics so completely for the second half and forward domination brought about an 
impressive win; Taunton, because the pack had to knuckle down against some most nuggety opposi
tion ; Radley, who looked and impressed as a well-drilled unit, whereas Sherborne looked like all
round rugby players, reacting to any unusual situation. Finally, Clifton were a good side, and 
Sherborne had to vary tl1eir own attack , be efficient in defence, and generally cope with all kinds of 
challenges in this game. They proved that they had come of age, so the Sherborne conveyer belt 
keeps moving. 
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Preparation was thorough, and fun, thanks to that 'League of Nations' team of A.C.M., B.A.M.H. 
and P.E.D., who all had so much to offer in different ways. Also thanks to M.M.W., who was always 
at hand to 'polish up' the basic skills of individuals, so important at this level. 

Again M.J.H. managed time to run the Colts Lower, and because of the efficient manner this 
game was run, players emerged who became regulars in the Colts B team. Thanks also come from 
the Colts A team for the reffing of M .J .H ., G .C.A and M.J .C. Their handling of games certainly 
helped the players' enjoyment. 

Results 

Montgomery of Alamein 
Bryans ton 
Can ford 
Christ's Brecon 
Blundell's 
King's, Taunton 
Cranleigh 
Taunton 
Downside 
Westfield 
Radley 
Clifton 

40 

w 
w 
w 
w 
w 
L 
w 
w 
w 
w 
w 
w 

56 - 4 
26 - 0 
19 - 4 
25 - 13 
34 - 19 
3 - 14 

33 - 3 
6 - 4 

10 - 3 
58 - 0 
19 - 6 
13 - 3 

A.M.D. 



Colts B 

The season got off to a disappointing start when the first fixture against Bryanston was cancelled 
which meant that the first match took place on October 2nd. This long wait had an unsettling effect 
compounded by the fact that the first opposition would now be Milton Abbey. We knew they had a 
good team so this would be a tough match to win. 

No one played well against Milton Abbey. The team was beaten convincingly by a XV superior in 
all areas and full of determination. Although we had expected a difficult game the scoreline might 
have been reduced had we had some match practice and, of course, a determination to play well. 
A few days later the opposition was Canford. We did manage to win this one despite the efforts of 
LDG, our referee, who gave a try to the opposition winger only to find out that our touch judge 
already had his flag up for a foot in touch. The boys were greatly relieved. This victory did, however, 
give the team some heart and the following week we won well against King's Taunton. It was in this 
game that the forwards began to work as a unit for the first time, aided, it must be admitted , by a 
weak opposition. We were unfortunate to lose the match against Clayesmore and the fact that they 
were older and bigger was no excuse. We did play with determination and we were more skilful 
although the match was lost through a silly mistake. 

Following half term there were deserved victories over Taunton School and Downside. The match 
against Westfield, although won, was disappointing in that we were outplayed in terms of determin
ation and this from a younger, less skilful team. This lack of real effort and aggression was largely 
responsible for our defeat by a mediocre Radley XV. The following week saw the last fixture of the 
season against Clifton at home. Having been undefeated, our visitors expected to win but they were 
held to a scoreless draw by a resolute Colts B determined not to lose any more matches. 

The team was capably led throughout the term by England. He was well supported by Ridgewell 
and Dare-Bryan, both of whom became quite expert at the rolling maul. When not on loan to the A 
team, Zimmerman was a stalwart member of the second row. His partners, at different times, 
included Liddiard, noted for his lineouts and short penalties, and ' Rock' Hudson who gave perfor
mances in all his games. Bulstrode only became available after half term and when called upon played 
as a prop, lock and No. 8 with equal enthusiasm. Adderley was the usual No. 8 and by the end of the 
season we all hoped that he had learned not to lose the ball when about to score. Brown played 
flanker and was noted for his occasional breaks but the mainstay of the backrow was Ashford who 
played with zeal in all his matches. We all hope that his teeth have now recovered! Gill, when called 
upon, was another enthusiastic flanker. 

The three quarters were well served by scrum half Chaddock. His partner at fly half was usually 
Ainger and when he was out of favour the position was occupied by Funnell. James played capably in 
the centre throughout the season being assisted by Paul when he was not playing at full back. Siegle 
played centre for a short time but his abilities were quickly realised by the A team and he was lost to 
us forever . After half term, Henderson became available and was immediately drafted as a centre to 
replace Paul who returned to full back. Henderson added some of the 'punch' which had been missing 
from the three quarters ever since Siegle moved up. Lawson and Simpson were wingers who usually 
had the ability to get past their opposite number if they could remember 'to go on the outside'. 
Webster also played on the wing and although not that fast a runner, he was a determined tackler. On 
those occasions when he was playing the centre, Paul's full back position was taken by either Oliver 
or Organ. 

Many thanks to all the boys who played in the team and who made it such an enjoyable season· to 
A.M.D. who coached them and to his able assistants A.C.M. and P.E.D. Thanks also to all those ~ho 
refereed, namely: P.E.D. , L.D.G. and D.S.S. Thanks are due to M.J.H., too, who never seemed to 
mind losing his B game players when they were need on Pitch 1. 
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Results 

Milton Abbey School A XV 
Canford School 
King's College, Taunton 
Clayesmore School A XV 
Taunton School 
Downside School 
Westfield School 
Radley College 
Clifton College 

L 34 - 3 
w 4 - 0 
w 0 - 20 
L 4 8 
w 12 0 
w 28 0 
w 23 6 
L 0 3 
D 0 0 

Team: P. C. Paul, M. B. C. Lawson, P. J . Webster, D. H. Simpson, A. C. J ames, W. M. C. Henderson, 
B. T. C. Funnell , T. C. D. Ainger, S. E. B. Chaddock, C. E. L. Ridgewell , P.A. England , 
P. C. Dare-Bryan, M. R. Zimmerman, J . A. Liddiard, J . D. P. Hudson, N. W. Bulstrode, 
N. G. U. Brown, D.R. Ashford, W. J . Gill, H. W. Adderley. 

Others: D. Austin, R.H. H. Sturges, S. U. Oliver, R. C. W. Organ, E. R. Siegle. 
B.A. M. H. 

Junior Colts 

For any side to achieve an unbeaten season , it needs a combination of talen t, hard work and luck. 
The 1984 Junior Colts certainly had their moments of luck - not least in the penultimate match of 
the season when Radley's match-winning conversion hit the post and bounced out - but it was 
their possession of the other two qualities in such generous proportions that gave them such a record. 

Looking at the try-scoring figu res, it could be tempting to say that all the talent lay in the backs 
and all the hard work came from the forwards - but that would be unfair to both units. It is true 
that backs were remarkably gifted both as individuals and in combination ; Barrett and Drake on the 
wings were both direct and pacy, while in mid-field, the dash and distribution of Finch complemented 
perfectly the power and footballing skills of Reay ; at outside-half, Ashworth invariably showed good 
judgement on the end of Jodrell 's tremendous service, while full-back Edwards was sound in defence 
and, when he did counter.attack, showed plenty of flair and speed. Between them, they scored no 
less than 38 of the team's 44 tries and throughout the season played open, adventurous and attack
ing rugby. 

They would be the first to concede, however, that they could only play in such an attractive way 
if they received both ball and support from the forwards. It was in this department, in fact , that they 
saw the greatest progress throughout the season, for far from being the anticipated weak link the pack 
more than held their own in t he tight and dominated all ot hers, except Radley, in the loose. The 
credit for such a transformation must go to the players themselves; Moore, Cobden and Forgione 
not only provided a solid front-row platform but also intelligent support around the f1e ld ; the indust
rious Twyford and the rangy A mold supplied contrasting skills to the second-row; and the fearless, 
intelligent and combative back-row of Davis, van den Born and Downey were tireless in their pursuit 
of the loose ball. They all worked extremely hard throughout the term at improving their technique. 
That they achieved their aim so successfully was due to two things; f1rst , that they were able to 
attend Mike Davis' specialist clinics and secondly that they had such an inspiring pack-leader and 
captain as Richard Downey. The ltigh standards he aimed at and the example he set in trying to reach 
them undoubtedly inspired the forwards, and indeed the rest of the team, to new heights. He, and 
they, thoroughly deserved their unbeaten season because they refused to be satisfied with anything 
less than their best. Provided they retain this attitude, show even greater willingness to learn, and 
above all remember that there is still so much more for them ro learn, they could become very good 
indeed. 
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Results (Played 10, Won 9, Drawn 1, Lost O) 

Mongomery of Alamein's W 
Bryan st on \V 
Can ford W 
BlundeU's W 
King's Taunton W 
Taunton W 
Downside W 
Plymouth W 
Clifton W 
Radley D 

24- 4 
36 - 0 
7- 0 

34 - 0 
11 - JO 
26- 0 
16 - 9 
26 - 9 
10 - 8 
12 - 12 

Total 202 - 52 
(44 tries, 9 conversions, l penalty goal, 1 dropped goal) 

Scorers 
Reay- 63 ( 12 tries, 6 conversions, I penalty goal), Bartlett-36 (9 tries), Drake- 24 (6 tries), 
Ashworth- 21 (3tries,3conversions,1 dropped goal), Finch- I 2, Jodrell- 12 (3 tries each), Edwards- 8 
Reid- 8 (2 tries each), Stock- 4, Arnold-4, Twyford- 4, Downey- 4 (I try each). ' 

A XV 
B XV 
c xv 

P. 

IO 
10 
2 

Under 14 

w. 
6 
8 
1 

L. 

3 
1 
1 

D. F. 

170 
258 

38 

A. 

103 
56 
30 

In the end, it was a successful season and one that promises much for the future. This year 
we had one of the most talented squads of Ul4 players we have had for some time, with consider
ably more depth of ability than in some previous years, as was to be seen in the standard of rugby 
achieved by the B team. 

The A team did not entirely come up to our initial expectations. They went through to half. 
term unbeaten, but only played well down at Blundell's in the rain, where they adjusted to the 
conditions better than their opponents and the forwards outplayed a large Blundell 's pack. Probably 
they became complacent and thought that they would win matches even when they were not playing 
well. The day after half term, Taunton disabused them of this mistaken notion. The Radley match 
was lost in the first half for the same reason. They did not play from the kick-off and presented 
their well-organised opponents with a comfortable cushion of points in the first half. They won the 
second half narrowly, but by then it was too late. The matches they lost showed the weaknesses of 
immaturity and slowness to react to changing situations, and perhaps also a want of the kind of 
coolness and mental toughness needed when playing under pressure against a team of comparable 
abilities. They learned from these mistakes and played with thorough commitment under very 
difficult circumstances in the final match. Wi th the talented players the team had, it should have 
great success in future. Painter led the team by example, showing them all what skilful, committed 
rugby could be. At its best, the pack was a powerful unit. Bulstrode could be lethal. Lambert deve
loped into a very tough, effective flanker in the second half of the season, while Hayes' move to 
tight-head allowed him to emerge as one of the most destructive scrummagers on the circuit. The 
improvement in the backs was one of the successes of the season and for this much credit must go 
to LDG. Carey improved immeasurably when he was moved to full-back and also showed us that he 
has the most powerful boot seen on pitch 3 for many years. White grew in confidence at fly-half as 
the season went on and proved to be one of the best tactical kickers we have had. After a somewhat 
uncertain start, Allen and Kitchin served the team well in the centre. Kitchin, in particular, gave the 
team's three-quarter play some real pace. Heywood's strengths on the left wing were essential to the 
team's success and Williams showed great promise when he was promoted to the A team late in the 
season. 
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The B Team had an excellent season. The backs were probably among the most skilful we have 
seen at this level. Batchelar at scrum-half could be deadly around the edges of the scrum; Briggs 
proved to be a skilful fly-half; Murray and Smith served the team weU ; Leeke was good enough to 
acquit himself well on the occasions when he played for the A team and could well secure a perman
ent place there next year. Mitchell also played for the A XV. It is pleasing that when the team was 
depleted by injuries later in the season, we were able to call upon players of the calibre of Colby and 
MacPherson. This, in itself, is a vindication of C XV matches where they can be arranged. The B 
team backs were well served by their forwards. With the height of Pugsley and Symington, big 
forwards like Boulton and Siggers, the propping of Nelson, who was so good he had to move to the 
A XV , and the committed play of Knechti, Springfield and de la Hey , who captained the team for 
much of the season , they were generally more than a match for their opponents. Their 59 tries in 
tJ1e course of the season and their victories against the A teams of other schools indicate that there 
was much talent among this year's U 14 players and promises we!J for the flourishing of Sherbo me 
rugby in future. 

A XV: 

B XV: 

Carey, Williams, Kitchin, Allen, Heywood, White, Rowe, Nelson, Adderley, 
Hayes, Bulstrode, Heard, Lambert, Painter (Capt.), Cavalier. 
Also played: Minford, Leeke, Mitchell. 

Bostel, I..eeke, Murray, Smith, Mitchell, Briggs, Batchelar, de la Hey (Capt.), 
Minford, Beharrell, Symington, Boulton, Siggers, Springfield , Pugsley, Knechtli. 
Also played: Colby, MacPherson, Burnham, Lewis, King, Smithson. 

N.W.L. & R.D.RM. 



Orienteering - Sherbome Foresters 

Orienteering is a minor sport at Sherbome, partly owing to the fact that events take place on 
Sundays only, and partly because of the large distances driven to get to events (Sherborne Foresters 
have travelled as far as the Lake District and Surrey to compete in events this term). Hence Sherbome 
orienteers are few but very keen, with R.G. sacrificing most of his Sundays in order to drive us to 
events. For those who don't orienteer, the sport probably seems rather vague. The average under
standing of the word 'orienteering' is some sort of outdoor activity involving running. This is about 
as far as one's knowledge goes. Orienteering is a competitive sport on foot , in which the orienteer 
has to navigate to a number of control sites in a predetermined order, picking his own route and 
using a very detailed map (of scale l : 10 000) and a compass; the terrain navigated across, is in
variably forest. 

Sherborne Foresters have had a particularly full 'fixture list' this term, our main event being our 
own, which we we organised at Coker Park, a few miles south of Yeovil. The weeks of hard work and 
toil beforehand paid off, and on the actual day we had over 250 competitors at the event. We must 
congratulate Arthur Vince (the only non-Sherborne member of S.F.) on controlling, R.G. for or
ganising, and S. Nicholson and J. Reid on planning successful courses. 

The first half of term's orienteering suffered owing to the amount of time required to organise the 
above event. However, we managed to compete in a number of 'high class' events after half-term. On 
10th November, R.G. and 4 boys set out for Newcastle-under-Lyme spending the night at Kingswood 
School , Bath. They were representing Avon schools in the lntercounty match against South Yorkshire 
schools - the former gaining a convincing victory over the latter. 

The climax of the season came at the South West Championships at Stock Hill, Menclips on the 
18th November. The event took place on relatively complex terrain which made navigating con· 
siderably harder. However, there were some notable performances; Mike Rapport was 2nd in the 
M 178 class; Alastair Hatch 2nd in MI SB; Steve Nicholson was I st in MI SA, and went on to come 4th 
in the Southern Championships at Leith Hill, Surrey. He also attended a regional (South West) 
training week-end in S. Wales, and a national training week-end in the Lake District. 

Finally, we must all thank R.G. for making orienteering possible at Sherborne, through his dedic
ation and willingness to drive vast distances early on Sunday mornings. We look forward to next 
term's orienteering, which includes the British Championships in the West Midlands and a Devon 
lational Event in March. 

A Sherbome Forester 

Canoeing in France 1984 

On our departure from Portsmouth, the heavens opened; a bad omen, perhaps, but then again, 
the holiday could only get better. lt did, along with the weather. Mr. Morton and two others had 
gone a day earlier on a euphemistically-entitled 'social visit' to Granville and so we had our rendez
vous (this holiday did wonders for my French) chez Mme. Kamette, where we stayed the fust night. 
This helped to punctuate the first in a series of long journeys; from Cherbourg (where we had some 
difficulty in explaining to the Customs official why we only had four canoes for nine of us - this 
was not helped by the fact that AJY thought he was telling us one of the tyres had a bald patch ... ) 
to St Martin d'Ardeche. 

The scenery on the Ardeche was spectacular; a deep gorge cut into solid rock and enhanced by 
a variety of sunbathers (or not, as the case might be). It was here that we started diving from the 
'highest ever' into the 'deepest yet'; an activity later terminated by an anxious locum parentis. 

Unfortunately, we le ft the good weather on the Ardeche; within half an hour of our arrival on the 
Tam, the storm broke. Deciding in the circumstances not to cook for ourselves, we adjourned to a 
near-by bistro, where the waitress attracted a certain amount of attention- causing one of our number 
to 'forget' his jumper (although he protests his innocence), and a certain master (no clues - JSM) 
to declare, ' I'm a passion fruit ', referring, he assures us, to the flavour of his sorbet. 

The final river was the Dordogne, and here we took a day off to visit the Gouffres at Padirac, 
and Rocamadour - supposedly the second sight of France after Versailles; it was so commercialised 
that even the churches sold plastic souvenirs. The canoeing here was exciting due to sheer volume of 
water, as opposed to protruding rocks, trees or sunbathers as on the other rivers. 

Thanks to MLM , JSM and AJY for their time, effort and, dare I say?, humour. I would reveal 
one or two of AJY's jokes(?), but he'll want them for next year. 

P. Irwin 
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School House 

Climaxed (accidentally) by J. Liddiard 's six Al's in one grade, the term passed nicely (well done 
James!). We welcomed yet another Matron in the hope that her stay will be long and enjoyable, and 
arrived back to find that the television room had mysteriously swapped with the day room (very 
nice). On the dramatic front, (as it were) A. N. Other tells us he was very, very nice as Sir Andrew in 
'Twelfth Night', supporting Nick Lockwood and Andy Morton, who tried very hard; and we had a big 
hand in the 'Rood' - notably Robert Pringle. 

On the Sporting Front, (as they say) we won the Junior Leagues I and II in the first half of term 
(without our thousands of school games players as well!). 

Despite the help of Zigger and Mark Cowley's House Spirit, we lost the 'important' rugby, but 
redeemed ourselves by coming .... second in the House Quiz Competition. Our Terry Hall was in 
the I st XV (well done Terry, another magnificent effort), and we had lots of members (Notably Phil 
Chambers) throughout the other teams, including one third of the seconds. 

Welcome to Rupert 'Gizmo' Tolson whose nomadic attitude has contributed to everybody else's 
amusement (well done again). By the way, Robert Mason got into Cambridge; and we also welcomed 
the new 3rd form, who proved their unity by winning the basketball. 

Well, that wraps up another brill. term .... Thanks to Julien for his contribution; we now look 
forward to Olly Paine as the new Head of House. 
Well done House . . . . Zigger! 

Abbey 

This term, while an unexceptional one for this exceptional house, was still exceptional by anyone's 
standards. Despite Michael Wright's usual energetic conducting of rehearsals, the house failed to 
perform its best at the Singing Festival , largely because the aforesaid festival was cancelled. However, 
one song was performed with great vigour at the house concert, which was also the first occasion 
on which the Kershaw Variations were performed by the house orchestra- the concert was enjoyed 
greatly by the majortiy (if not all) of those present. 

Nevertheless, the house succeeded in failing energetically in the rugby teams; we failed to win both 
the Seniors and under-IS house matches, losing heroically to The Green in each final. However, we 
failed to fail, equally energetically , in the house senior leagues; we were unbeaten for the fourth year 
running, conceding thirteen points while gaining nearly two hundred, winning the competition. 

Among our other modest successes this term are that we provided the majority of the male parts in 
the Girls' School production 'Twelfth Night' and won the house challenge general knowledge 
competition. 

Deserving special congratuations, of course, aie those who gained university places, and 
Rupert Youngman, Chris Ward, and Peter Kettlewell , who gained two exhibitions and a postmaster· 
ship, respectively, at Oxbridge. 

Our revered head of house, Jeremy Kelly, has complied with tradition and gone on to be the 
equally revered Head of School, leaving James Pittman to pick up the pieces, We shall see ... 

James Cowling 
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The Green 

The change of leadership from DO to MJC has been very smooth indeed- this first term has gone 
almost without a hitch. The house has grown used to a different voice presiding over house assemblies, 
to the absence of pipe-smoke and squeaky shoes. 

Of great help to Mr. Cleaver in this respect was Richard Sirley, who led the house efficiently 
through what could have been a difficult term. 

A number of changes took place in the summer holidays, not least among which was the repainting 
of the Cottage. The introduction of a house video has kept many people occupied and amused on 
Sunday afternoons. 

Academically, there were no great surprises for anybody: a fair smattering of good grades at both 
0 and A level. Also worthy of a mention is the number of Oxbridge candidates the house fielded- ten 
altogether. 

However, it is on the games field that the Green really comes into its own, especially in the Rugby 
season. llere we have lost none of DO's almost fanatical encouragement and enthusiasm. The house 
supplied no fewer than seven members of the 1st XV ; and as a result fielded a very strong house team 
at the end of term: the cups were regained at both Senior and under-15 level. Adele Kardooni must 
also deserve a mention - he was chosen to represent South and South-West England at Under-19 level. 

Douglas Long 

Harper House 

It was a fairly eventful term in the house with a good deal going on, some of which can be related. 
Academically the Oxbridge results were not as good as we hoped though Simon Trist's choral 

award and unconditional place at Clare College was as pleasing as it was merited. More mundanely, 
those who had retaken some 'O' levels passed them all , to great relief all round. The new intake has 
raised the house's mean J.Q. considerably and we hope that they will be impressed also by the house's 
involvement in school games, particularly in the younger age-groups. Our senior XV left the senior 
competition unexpectedly early (story has it deliberately, to avoid the Abbey House Mean Machine) 
but the U.16 team reached their final to be outgunned, though not outplayed, by Westcott, while 
the diminutive U.15 team played pluckily before they lost their second round match. Some pride was 
salvaged by winning the inter-house sailing cup, despite being sent round the course the wrong way by 
the captain! Simon Ashley, meanwhile, is the envy of all for his national award-winning design for a 
sail-board company's new logo: he is now the proud owner of his prize - a fully kitted-out sail-board. 

In the second half of term the house walked in aid of Save the Children and raised over three hun
dred pounds for thjs charity. Despite losing a few walkers en route we all made it back to the house in 
time for a much-welcomed tea. 

And, finally, some changes in personnel. We said, sadly, farewell to Mr. Renaker and Miss Perrot, 
Houseman and one of our cleaning ladies respectively, and wish them happy retirement. We welcome 
in their place Mr. Moore and Mrs. Ashford and hope they will be happy in the house. We also wel
come back Mrs. Frost as Housekeeper and notice the difference already as our Housemaster's waist
line expands daily! 
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Wallace House 

One could say that this has been a unique term for Wallace, but unfortunately it hasn't so there 
would be little point in saying so. If was a pretty conventional term with Wallace, as usual, excelling 
at everything. 

The Wallace House musical tradition was carried on well this term with many good results in the 
Grade Exams, the most notable being of course Jeremy Crozier-Cole's distinction in his Grade 8 
flute exam. An informal music party for the lower school early in the term produced some excellent 
performances and was organised by that well-known, most reliable tutor, Doctor Kershaw. Also 
many boys from the house played in the band and orchestras that produced such a memorable 
concert at the end of last term. 

Wallace also (contrary to our reputation) produced some creditable performances on the sports field 
with many people playing in school teams. ln fact, the fencing team (captained by Nicholas Farr) 
was very nearly 100% Wallacian in origin. As far as Ruby is concerned, a strong presence was main
tained in some teams, ranging from the Head of House's position in the 5ths, through John Howells' 
and Jason North's appearances in the 3rds, to the dizzy height of Justin Thomson-Glover in the lsts. 
We were also represented in the Colts 'A' (Siegle and Maclean). Colts ' B' (Neil Bulstrode), and the 
Mini Colts 'A' (too numerous to mention). 

The House also managed to collect some roles in various dramatic ventures this term. In 'The 
Story of the Rood', produced by a house tutor, Mr. Sutherland-Smith, the opportunity was grabbed 
by Dan Gosland (Noah and Pontius Pilate), and lan Jamison as the bullet-belted, whip-wielding 
torturer, both of whose performances, if not historically accurate, were at least well played and very 
amusing. Also, Mike Calvetti, whose appearance in the German Play 'Die Physiker' as one of the 
tluee lunatic scientists, was praised by Fraulein Dedek. 

On a slightly sadder note, this term saw the departure of the Wallace House 'alternative' (i.e. non
sporting) tie, affectionately known to friends and critics alike as the 'Nice Boys' tie. Jt is missing 
presumed dead, as it was not awarded this term. 

Finally, we wish to pass on our congratulations to Giles Whittell who was awarded a place at 
Cambridge University, and also to the hedgehog community who appear to have survived the winter, 
and may be happily reported to be alive and kicking. 

J.V.C 

Abbeylands 

The Michaelmas term in Abbeylands proved an extremely busy one; and the year II A. E. (Anno 
Elliotis) certainly got off to a memorable start. 

The highlight of the term undoubtedly proved to be the house play, which was wide acclaimed 
and, for its success, our deepest thanks and congratulations must go to Mr. Carling and Charlie Jacoby 
on their meticulous direction, to Al Jackson on his original stagework, and, last but not least, to the 
actors, who played their parts with great zeal and fiair, Ed Field being outstanding as Valentine. 

On the academic side, the 0 -level and A-level weren't great but (again) congratulations must go 
to Ed Field for being awarded a scholarship on the basis of his 0-results. 

On the rugby field, Ian Sewell led the charge and got his 1st XV colours for it, closely supported 
by Dom Stober and Paul Goode of the thirds, and George Wickham, a pillar of the fourths. The 
house played with the usual mixture of gusto and co-ordination, and the Inter-house Competition 
proved too high a hurdle to clear, though thanks to some arousing support from the touchline girls, 
we probably gave the best performance of the term. A truly enjoyable term ... 

A. R. Vassigh 
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Lyon House 

The Michaelmas term report usually gives a brief synopsis of the dominant sporting activity of the 
term; undoubtedly this term it must be rugby. As a house, however, the Michaelmas term saw fewer 
individuals of 1st XV and 2nd XV standard than last year, yet all credit must go to C. Adderley and 
J. Milne for their commendable efforts on the rugby pitches this term. The senior leagues, under the 
confident control of C. Fox, ensured a string of victories against Wallace, the Digby and the Green. 
Despite valiant pack and line defence we were, to say the least, convincingly beaten by Abbey in the 
second round of the senior league competition. The junior leagues managed to play with some sort 
of success on the rugby pitches this term as well, and the junior league two team managed to get as 
far as the semi-finals before being defeated by the Green. 

Lyon had its share of internal house competitions which resulted in J. Fussell and J. Spencer-Jones 
winning the house snooker and table tennis competitions respectively. 

The term saw a record eight members of the house take the fourth term Oxbridge examination 
and two stayed on in the seventh term in order to do likewise. We all hope their hard work will be 
justly rewarded. 

During the Summer term an old Lyon house tradition was removed, the house urinals. The new 
replacements were needed! The telephone has also been moved to a more suitable place where conver
sations can now ensue in relative peace. 

Mr. Allen has joined the house this term as a new house tutor and we hope that his stay will prove 
enjoyable for him. 

Perhaps the most popular addition to the weekend at Lyon this term has been the Saturday night 
video. The idea (coming from P. Newman and S. Cornick) has proved a great success and we can only 
hope that the idea will continue apace next term unimpeded by censorship. 

Intent on emerging from musical obscurity a Lyon house concert ensued this term proving to be 
a great success. What was not so successful, however, were the attempts for the house singing festival; 
for whilst enthusiasm remained 'mixed' (to say the very least) apparent 'unforseen circumstances' 
ensured Lyon of no further humiliation this year ... 

Last year the house applied for a record number of travel grants and their applications were 
answered accordingly. Perhaps the reverse was true this year. Only two were awarded to the lower 
sixth and whilst all due credit must go to S. Nicholson and Co. and their mountaineering in the 
Pyrennees next year and orienteering in Germany, surely the question must very shortly be raised 
whether the term 'educational' is appropriate in this case. 

Mr. Francis finally took the plunge this term and is subsequently engaged, due to marry in the 
Summer of 1985. We wish them both the very best in the years to come. 

After a short term as head of house, Cameron Adderley has handed over to Guy Nicholson for 
the Lent term. lt remains to be seen whether Guy is going to have his study permanently sound
proofed or move into the garage for his efforts on his guitar ... 

Previously it seems that the success of the house was dictated by its performance on the rugby, 
hockey or cricket pitches, but I hope this trend has begun to fade away with the definite advent of 
other activities. Many people forget the anonymous contributions to the house in the form of sailing, 
shooting, societies, plays and other 'small time' activities. It is these people who are able to add to the 
general condition as much as the major sportsmen themselves. Perhaps next term will slightly change 
the position of the house within such fields yet we must wait and see whether this will materialise ... 

G. Dru Drury 
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Westcott House 

The Christmas term in Westcott saw Fred Foreman as head of House, or was it Bill Bramble? On 
the whole, the term went well, though the lower sixth had some difficulty in adjusting to the new
found freedom of the senior school. An impressive art studio was a welcome addition to the house, 
being well stocked, furnished and frequented. 

Westcott under-sixteens won the rugby final, but we waved farewell to our senior rugby cup. We 
also, sadly, lost Rupert Adley; however, he returned in high spirits, chains and blue mohican one 
weekend. 

We seem to have twinned with Eahlstan House, providing outings and pleasure for the 3rd, 4th and 
L6th forms , and the term was rich in trips to the theatre. In spite of the long term and school exams, 
spirits remained high. Preparation and casting for the house play was undertaken with enthusiasm 
under the direction of Giles Walker (and Tony Romer-Lee, for a short while). Giles was also busy 
cutting hair. Richard Bramble set the trend which was followed up by a particularly striking offering 
from Richard Downey. 

Weekends in Westcott became increasingly social, with many visitors from Sherborne Girls, 
Leweston and Yeovil College. Bravely we weathered these repeated attacks and have managed to 
build up a strong academic , musical and artistic nucleus within the house. Rugby was never forgotten, 
for Charles Lytle and Cameron Dunn both represented the South of England against London. 

Finally, Mr. Lloyd proved, during the house skits, that he could still pull the women, when he was 
witnessed entertaining two scantily-dressed females before an audience of the entire house. 

P. Zvegintzov 

Tl::e Digby 

We had a number of successes over the tem1. Congratulations must go to James Dalling, Pete 
Davenport and Giles Pilbrow, who passed Oxbridge and in particular to Jamie Henderson on 
winning an organ scholarship to Exeter College, Oxford. We must also congratulate Giles Mercer 
on his appointmenr to the headmastership of Stonyhurst. The house welcomes Mr. Danes who 
has already made a considerable impact in the housemaster'sstudy (ten out of ten for impersonation). 

On the playing fields, rugger took a beating from the non too-aesthetic methods of the house 
teams. For commendable efforts on the Western Front James Kellow, Giles Gould and 
Max Gillibrand were awarded their house colours; the latter's all-term absence from the pitches 
was lamentable. 

Miles Edelsten, showing how prefects are still able to preserve an alternative lifestyle, graced 
the scene halfway through the term. 

Rupert Farquaharson survived ... 
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The Sherbome School Appeal : An interview with the director, Mr. P. Bossier 

Q. What are the essentials o f a successful school appeal? 
A. Basically there are various essentials to a good appeal. One is you've got to have the unflinching sup

port of the H.M. It 's quite remarkable how Mr. Macnaghten has managed to find the time to come to 
so many of the meetings. Secondly, you've got to have a logistic support from the Bursar, and he has 
given us tremendous support ; but in many ways, the most important of the whole lot , you've got to 
have an enthusiastic and efficient secretary, and in this day and age, an adequate computer; so at the 
very start, the one thing we insisted on was that we should buy a computer and word processor, and 1 
think the cost was somewhere around £13,000. 

Q. I lave you enjoyed doing this job? 
A. Absolutely. It has been tremendous fun . When I went on the course, we were all told that we must 

expect to get a lot of unpleasant letters. We have had very, very few indeed. Going round with the 
H.M. to regional meetings as we have done, one has met O.S. that you last remembered possibly in 
L.6th, and here they are - channing men, nearly always married to the most splendid wives, and 
really it has been so enjoyable. I 'm very sorry to be giving it up, and yet 1 feel that I should do so 
- first ly , I'm sen ile and deaf and everything else, and secondly, l think you need new ideas to keep 
the baJl rolling. 

Q. Did you receive professional help or special t raining? 
A. Yes, I did a week's course with some professional fund-raisers and indeed we employed the m for a 

year to advise us on the running of the Appeal. At the end of the year we felt we could go it alone. 
l must point out that in fact both the course that I went on and the useful professional help was 
extremely cheap, and that therefore people who give to the appeal are getting full value-for-money. 
So l went off and d id this course and then really with the advice of a local professional, the H.M . and 
I proceeded to set up this Appeal as we thought fit. 

Q. Do you feel justified in asking the parents fo r money more than once? 
A. The short answer is yes; but I think you have to be very careful that they don't feel that there's an 

embarrassment if their name doesn't appear on the list. And certainly some do feel under pressure, 
so both the 11.M. and myself have been very careful to point out that we are grateful to receive any
thing. After all , we have had about 2,500 contributions and of those, some 1,800 have been for sums 
less than £250. Although £250 is a big sum of money to me, compared to the school fees it isn't 
really that much. TI1e individual contributions have varied from £21 ,000 to £ 1, and my grubby paw 
is open for anything, really! 

Q. With such disasters as the famine in Africa , is it right to be asking people for money for the school? 
A. I think this is a very difficult question to answer. It is much more important I think in people's minds 

that we should support starving people if it comes to it , and so 1 would never in any way criticise 
someone who said that they were giving all their money to famine relief or things of that nature. 
But, you know , when we have contributed to these there are always a few pennies left and I do think 
at a secondary level, that educating the nex t generation to the utmost of one's ability is an important 
fact; so if there are some pennies left in people's pockets, then I do think it is right to ask them for 
that. 

Q. Why does the School need these ext ra fun ds? 
A. I think that any organisation can never really stand still and indeed the school throughout its history 

really has pursued excellence of one kind or another; and the pursuit of excellence means, from time 
to time, capital outlay. There are really only two sources of revenue for a school in that situation. 
One is to raise the fees , and the other is to find money from an Appeal. There are one or two schools 
that are very lucky in that they have considerable endowments of estates and property, but as far as I 
can discover, the only endowments of that kind that Sherbome has, are some rather waterlogged 
fields by the side of Sherbome station and they don't give very much money. So, either we have got 
to put our fees up very considerably, which would mean that we would price out of the market a lot 
of boys who would otherewise be coming here , or we have got to go to the Old Shirburnians and to 
parents and ex-parents and say 'Can you help us?' and this is of course what we have done. 

Q. You are giving up the Directorship of the School Appeal in July. Who will be succeeding you? 
A. Lt. Col. J. R. Tozer is taking over, and he is an Old Shirbumian, the son of an Old Shirburnian and 

indeed the father of an Old Shirbumian. 
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Some Facts About the Sherbome School Appeal 

The fust phase of the School Appeal was launched in February 1982 with the object of raising 
£700,000 by Commemoration 1984. We managed to do this with a few days to spare. 

The objectives of this phase were to increase the Scholarship Fund, to set up the Bursary Fund and 
to convert the Methodist Schoolroom into a theatre and lecture hall capable of seating 250. 

The Bursary Fund is to provide bursaries to any boy who has already entered the School and 
whose family has undergone some unexpected setback. it will not be connected directly to any 
academic ability of the boy, but will be used to relieve hardship. 

The second phase of the Appeal , which commenced in July 1984, is intended to increase the over
all total to £1,000,000 by Commemoration 1986. 

lts targets are to complete the operations of the first phase and to provide a new Chapel organ and 
an all-weather hockey pitch. 

For some years now it has been virtually impossible to accommodate the whole School in the 
Chapel at the same time without serious overcrowding. Quite apart from this the Chapel organ has 
been in need of major restoration work. After considerable research and investigation we identified a 
firm which is able to supply a new organ which can be placed on the north wall of the chancel. The 
erection of the console and pipes Ln this position will then enable us to build a gallery at the west end 
to seat about 100 boys, thus reducing the present overcrowd ing. 

It is proposed to build the all-weather hockey pitch on a site which has been set aside on the 
Upper. In the summer it will be used as additional hard tennis courts. 

By mid-February the total raised by the Appeal was £789 ,351 and the details of this are set out in 
the following list of statistics. 

We have been told that the response to the School Appeal is exceptional in several ways. One is 
that already the number of Old Shirburnians who have contributed is three times the norm for school 
appeals. Another is the financial support given to the appeal from the Teaching Staff, which includes 
a bursary of £15,000 named in memory of Paddy Whelan. Another exceptional form of support is 
the raising of £1 ,000 to dedicate a seat in the theatre by the Domestic/ Ancillary Staff Social Club. 

Furthermore, we were told at the outset that we would only achieve our first-phase total if we 
could find one single gift of ti 00 ,000. It is pleasing that by far the biggest group of contributions 
are for £250 or less. It is the number of people who have contributed that has made the Appeal a 
success. Obviously much of this comes from the very generous support of Old Shirburnians, but the 
parents of boys in the School, or those who have recently left, have also contr;buted a very large sum. 

It would be invidious to express in these columns gratitude to any inJividual or group of in
dividuals, because support has been so widespread that we would not be able to list all those to whom 
gratitude is due. But the Headmaster has been unstinting in his support and enthusiasm, the Bursar 
has given us tremendous logistic support and the Appeal Secretary has been quite exceptional in the 
many tasks that she has undertaken. 

Covenants 
Jf any readers of this edition of 'The Shirburnian' have yet to contribute and would like to do so, 

they might be prepared to consider using the forms for a Deed of Covenant printed herein. At the 
current basic rate of tax, a gift of £10 a year through a covenant gives the School £ I 00 at an eventual 
cost, spread over 7 years, of £70 to the donor. 
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